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CRUISERS SUNK
London, Dec. 8. Emperor WUIIIam
is suffering from pneumonia, which Is
combined with nervous depression due

to overexertion, according to telegrams from Berlin forwarded by the
Amsterdam correspondent of the Ex
change Telegraph company. The message adds that the German emperor's
doctors hajve advised him not to return to the front.
It was announced officially here today that the, German cruisers Schan-hors- t,
Gneisenau and Leipzig had
been sunk off the Falkland islands in
the south Atlantic.
The fallowing announcement was issued by the official Information bureau: At 7:57 p. m. on the eighth of
December the Scharnhorst, Gneisenau,
Nurnberg, Leipzig and Dresden were
sighted near the Falkland islands by
a British squadron under Vice Admiral
Sir Frederick Sturde.
"An action followed, in the course
of which the Scharnhorst, flying the
flag of Admiral Count von Spee, the
Gneisenau and the Leipzig were sunk.
The Dresden and Nurnberg made off
during the action a;nd are being pursued.
"Two colliers also were captured.
The vice admiral reports that the
British casualties are few In number.
"Some survivors have been rescued
from the Gneisenau and Leipzig."
and
Gneisenau
The Scharnho'-st- ,
Leipzig, with the cruisers Nurnberg
and Dresden, composed the German
Pacific fleet, which In the engagement
with the British squadron of Rear Admiral Sir Christopher Craddock off the
cpast of Chile on November 1, sank
the British cruisers Monmouth and
Goodhope with the loss of about 1,500
e
men. Since that time British and
squadrons have been searching
for the German fleet, of which little
has been heard.
Recent reports from Montevideo,!
Uruguay, were to the effect that the
German fleet was believed to have
rcunded the cape and entered the
South Atlantic, but there has been no
authentic information of the whereabouts of these vessels since the bat
tie with the British squadron. The
were
Scharnhorst and Gneisenau
the largest 6hips of the German
fleet. They were sister ships of
on
11,600 tons displacement, 450 feet
a
ait
rated
were
the waterline, and
mean speed of 22i2 knots. Each carried a complement of 755 men and
eun8
was armed with eight
four
six
guns, 20
machine guns and four torpedo tubes.
The Liepzig had a displacement of
3,250 tons and carried 286 men. She
was 341 feet long on the waterline,
had a beam of 41 feet and was rated
at 22 knots. He largest guns, of
whlci. she errlied ten, were
guns, fourr machine guns and two torpedo tubes.
Jap-anes-

cial announcement made in ilerliu.
Nevertheless the strain on both sides
has been terrific and the losses heavy,
st) that a lull probably soon will set In
on this part of the eastern battlefront,
while the troops recuperate.
The Russians continue to assert
that, their retirement from Dodz was
a strategic necessity rather than a
defeat, but it will take future developments to show whether this story is
correct or not.
In the western arena, while it would
appear still generally true that the
Germans are more on the defensive
than the offensive the news that they
have made a violent attack to the
south of Ypres indicates that they
have not abandoned Jthe idea .of breaking through to the French coast and
it is said that the pick of the German
western army has been kept for the
latest effort.
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' Berlin

not Discouraged
Berlin, Dec. 9 (by Wireless to Loudon.) The official statement issued
by the German army headquarters this
afternoon sayB:
"To the west of Rheims a fishery,
although flying the Red Cross flag,
has been bombarded and set on fire
by our troops as we had ascertained
by means of photographs taken by our
aviators that behind the fishery, was
hidden a French heavy battery.
"French atacks in the district around
Souain and on the villages of
and Vouquers, in the eastern
part of the forest of Argonne, were
repulsed with heavy losses to the enemy
"In the forest of Argonne icself,
groud was gained in seevral places.
On this occasion we took a number
of prisoners.
"The French suffered heavy losses
in the battle reported yesterday, to
the north of Nancy. Our losses were
comparatively small.
"No new reports are at hand from
east Prussia.
"In northern Poland our troops are
in close touch with the Ru&sians, who
have come to a standstill in a strongly
fortified position. East of the Warta
the fighting for Dow tea continues.
"In southern Poland
ian troops1, fighting side by side with
our troops, have successfully renewed
the attack."
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JAPAN HAY HOLD COLORADO COAL STRIKE ENDS

Important advances of the alliied troops In their new effort to throw
back the German invaders in France are reported today by the French
war office. In the east, according to a statement of the Russian military
authorities, a serious defeat has been Inflicted on the Germans in the
Gaiician campaign.
The French statement of today is one of the most optimistic of any
which has been issued since the Germans eettled down in trenches across
France and the long siege began. It Indicates that the offensive move,
merit of the allies is even more general than had been disclosed previously.
Although the announcement gives few details, references to the capture of
entrenched positions and the blowing up of a French trench by Germans to
show that the engagement now in progress is being contested furiously.
The statement refers to the advantages of the allies from Arras southward,
along the Aisne on the heights of the Meuse, in the Argonne and in the
Vosges.
Roughly speaking this takes In all the line from the Belgian border across France and into Aisne.
Today's statement from the German war office, however, gives no intimation of successes for the allies and in some Instances contradicts the
claims made in Paris. It is said that French attacks in the Argonne were
repulsed with heavy losses to the enemy and that ground was gained by
the Germans. In the fighting north of Nacy .large losses for the French
are reported.
Concerning the battle in Flanders, where the Germans, have undertaken an attack which may mean a new attempt to break through to the
French coast,, there was little further news. The Germans are reported to
have concentrated In this region their finest forces from the armies from
the west. It is reported unofficially from Berlin "that Emperor William,
whose illness was announced yesterday, is suffering from pneumonia and
nervous depression. The emperor Is quoted In Berlin W having told his
troops recently that victory would come to Germany because "our nerves
.
are stronger than those of our enemies."
The Russian
states that a sertous iiitM has been Inflicted
on the Germans in one of the three war areas in the east. It is announced that in the region of Cracow, Ga'icla, the Germans were put to rout, their
right wing being turned, and that they are still are being pursued. German losses are described as enourmous. It has been, suggested In London
that the Russians would content themselves with remaining on the defensive in Poland following recent German successes there, and that instead of
sending reinforcement into Galicia, they would attempt to Invade Germany
from the south across the Silesian border.
Although Russia has not yet admitted the fall of Lodz, the official announcement contains the suggestion that the fighting in th vicinity has
been less in her favor than is said to be the case in Galicia. It Is stated
that in the battle near Piotrowskow, a Polish city 25 miles southeast of
Lcdz, "we were only partially successful."
To the north engagements are in progress to the east of the border
of east Prussia. A previous official statement from Berlin spoke of the
presence of Russians in German territory about 30 miles west of the
frontier.
According to current reports in Rome Germany does not look to Italy
as a possible ally and is bending all her efforts to keep that nation out
of the war. It is said thajt Prince von Buelow, the former German
now serving as ambassador to Rome, has been authorized to ar.
cession by Austria to Italy of the province of Trent This prov-irethe
range
formerly Italian territory and populated largely by Italians, has been
in possession of Austria for a century.

The Kaiser's Worries and Frequent Visits
to Trenches Have Unnerved Him
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VANT ASSESSMENT

WORK SUSPENDED
THE AMERICAN MINING CONGRESS
MAKES APPEAL FOR THIS
DULL YEAR

KILLED

i
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TODAY'S DEVELOPMENTS

ATTACK OF NERVOUS F ever

THREE

DECEMBER 9, 1914.
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EMPEROR WILLIAM SERIOUSLY
ILL WITH PNEUMONIA

UrllhlMllby

WEDNESDAY,

GIRL TO

MAKE HER REFORM
DEACON ROBERT BAILEY, A ST.
LOUIS CHURCHMAN, THEN
SHOT HIMSELF

St. Louis, Dec. 9.: Nannie Stricklin,
Phoeuix, Ariz.,. Dec. 9- .- Resolutions
introduced todav before the seven- - aged 12, was shot and killed in the
teenth annual session of the American front
yard of her home here today by
Mining congress requested that the Robert
Bailey, a deacon at a mission,
legal requirements of assessment work
Bald
who
he had "been trying to re- 1914.
for
waived
be
on mining claims
to the
the
resolution
Another
appeals
girl." Bailey shot himself
jform
France Optimistic
to
at
Washington
state
to a hospital in a dying
was
taken
department
and
was
artillery
Paris, Dec. 9. Tnere
dur- take steps to assure free shipment of condition.
'Lya
to
the
sea
the
from
fighting
to neutral ports of Europe.
ing the day of December 8, according copper
Mrs. Clara Stricklin, mother of the
the acto the French official announcement The resolution sets forth that
that Bailey for more than
of the belligerent governments child, said
given out in Paris this afternoon, and tion
had
a
annoyed her In efforts: to
year
all the positions won, by the French in interfering with copper shipments
million
a
half
affected
adopt the child, saying that he wanted
during the pat two days have been had adversely
de- to
were
who
in
this
country
marry her when she was grown.
people
strengthened.
The French have made gains in the pendent upon the eopper industry for The child had stayed indoors for several days in fear of Bailey, who SunAisne, im the Meuse and in the Ar- a livelihood.
the
government
deby
statement
leasing
Proposed
is
of
the
day was driven out of the house by
gonne. Part
domain Mrs. Stricklin.
voted to a recital of the situation in of mineral lands in the public
Today the child left the house to
Poland and in Servia. The text of was the principal topic of discussion
j
today. A paper prepared ly Senator order coal. Bailey, who roomed nearthe communication follows:
of Colorado and by, stepped up and spoke to the child.
"During the day of Decemlwr 8, John F. Shafroth
con- A few minutes later the mother saw
there was artillery frrtng from the sea 'read, in his absence before the
Senator
discussion
the
started
gress,
coast to Lys.
Bailejraise a revolver and fire. About
"In the region of Arras, and further Shafroth contended in his paper that a year ago Bailey rented a room at
nation creat- the Stricklin home and soon thereaf-e- r
to, the south there was nothing to re- a leasing system by the
and ten- landlord
relation
of
the
his attachment to the child became
durus
won
ing
by
port. All the positions
state in .marked. Mrs. Stricklin, to get away
a
'ant
with the citizens of
'London, Dec. 9. The center of the ing the past two datys have been ord
German line in Russian Poland bav- ganized and consolidated.
jrailroad territory was inconsistent jfrom Bailey, moved to another
'"own
of
a
governAmerican
few
last
but
later
with
May,
tie
days
Amine
artilins o'dirifid loilz, it is continuing
"In the region of the
ment. If adopted, he predicted, it would Bailey rented a room in the hous:
to push on to the westward after the
offla failure.
to
next door.
lie
flfoordine;
rctir'r." Kusk!ivi,
(Continued on Page Five.)
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WHILE INQUIRY BY FEDERAL

ON TO KIAO

CHOW

COMMISSION IS IN SESSIO

FOREIGN
MINISTER
SAYS SHE
NEVER PROMISED TO GIVE
UP POSSESSION

AN EXPLANATION

IS OFFERED

"IT COST US MEN AND MONEY,
AND WHY GIVE IT UP," IS
QUESTION ASKED

Coal Mining Companies Announce They
Will Employ Former Workmen
TBOOPS STILL NEEDED

E1INEBS lEtCEFEKBENTi

THE NAVY IS NOT PREPARED

Denver, Colo., Dec. 9. Strikebreaknow working in the Colorado coal
ADMIRAL FLETCHER SAYS WE mines will be given an opportunity to
COULD NOT MEET "MOST
join the United Mine Workers , of
POWERFUL ENEMY"
America, now that the strike has been
called off, according to Mr. Dawson,
Washington, Dec. 9. The statement Colorado member of the executive
made by Baron Katow, the Japanese board of the organization.
Mr. Daw-sosaid today that many of the minforeign minister. In the diet yesterday
that Japan had made no promise to ers brought into the state by the operany country to return Kiao Chow to ators had been for some time anxious
China attracts much interest in. offi- to join the strike, but that the organi-

ers

n

cial circles

here.

Denver, Dec. 9. "Does your co: ..
develop a species of feud
ism?" asked Commissioner GarreU
of the federal commission on indt
trial relations, of E. M. Weitzel, mi
ager of the fuel department of t
Colorado Fuel and lion company, wl
the latter resumed his testimony
the strike investigation today.
"Doesn't it supply its own brancj
religion, its selection of literature ;;
kind of education and school tes
era?"
"That would he true if ihe cotj
tions w'e as you state ihem," ohjd
ru n ciuei, out tile Biiisi taa
f
what other literature they wa
through the pos.toffiee. They get to
of it."
"Get their religion, politics, lite, a
ture by parcel post?" suggested Gi
retson. "You have suggested thatt
peace from industrial unrest in t
Colorado district is like the peace;
God1 passes all understanding;
do
it not smack of the cemetery?"
"No; I didn't say there was no 1
rest," protested Wehzel. 'No man
satisfied. I am. not satisfied; nelfl r
are you."
The witness testified that a saiq
building at Primero cost $3,000 a
rented for $1,500 a year. "I have?
power to close that saloon," he sS
"but I think I shall have."
Accidents at the company's min
he said, were considerably below
average for the state and for ?
United States. The gelogical fori
tion was responsibile for the
hazardous nature of mining in
puny

j

Bryan zation had not thought it wise to en
courage, them to qnhV- their, jobs..- -.
"The calling off of the strike leaves
us in a position to demand the en
forcement of the statute, permitting
miners to belong to the union,'' said
Lawson.
"We are in an infinitely
stronger position that we were ten
years ago. Then the miners refused
to call off the strike, and the men
who had to go back to work to support
their families either left the state or
tarily turn over the territory. Howev- gave up their union membership."
A convention of District .15, United
er, as Japan was put to a general
military canpaign to get possession Mine Workers, late last night voted
of'K'ao Chow, the contention now in to call the strike ofr, effective DecemJapanese mind is that the original ber 10. The tent colonies will be continued for the present according to
plcdga was not binding.
A iter the entry of japan into
the Dawson.
"The tent's belong to the union," he
Count Okuma, the premier, iu
announced
that
to
an
inquiry,
reply
explained, "but they are the only
Japan had no intention of securing ter- homes the men have, and they will
ritory extension as a result of the war. be loaned to them until they are able
Kiao Chow was no specifically men- to secure work.
The strikers were
tioned, although it might tie inferred paid their benefits last Saturday and
j
that it was included.
they will be paid next Saturday. In
It may be stated authoritatively that fact, those who are unable to secure
while Japan has not formally under work will be supported indefinitely
taken to surrender Kiao Choiv, she by the union. Of course, ws will not
1
has by no means officiall committed continue to pay the strike benefits to orado.
herself to its retention. Practically it men who may refuse to try to get emOne unionized mine operated ; '
Las been decided that this instance ployment.
It is not true that the state coal land, he said, had only
must await the end of the war for its amount of the weekly benefit luti been
100 feet deep, by which n
reduced."
a::Rwer.
were sent down. 'Wooden trap do r
Welborn Issues Statement
were being used, he said, and nc a'
J. F. Welborn, president of the Col- tempt had been made to obey
Navy not Adequate
Washington, Dec. i. 'Rear Admiral orado Fuel and Iron company, issued laws. He cited the case of one un
Fletcher, commander of the Atlantic .a lormal statement on the termination
m;ne wnich lie declared killed fleet, impressively told the house naval of the strike, It follows:
per cent of its men in 1913. "TD s
committee today that the United
"The calling off of the strike, now are the mines that increase the; figStates navy is unprepared to cope with almost 15 months old, is naturally a ures for Colorado," he added.
j
It
the most powerful navy in the world. cause for general satisfaction.
He mentioned no country. You can must, however, be borne in mind that:
I
NO BALLET SHOES
"First The general trade conditions
safely say," he testified, "that we are
Coiienhagen, Dec. 9. Girls of
not prepared for the worst emergency make it impossible for the mining com- Royal Danish ballet are placed $
that might arise to protect ourselves panies to give immediate or early em- erious dilemma. They cannot j
from the greatest force available,
ployment to all of the strikers who ballet shoes from Paris.
"We would have to greatly enlarge have not been connected with "airy ' The
ballet bT.CSh roannfiffSrc I 1
our fleet to protect American interests violence, though we will
are so heavy that the girl cai
against all possible combinations such men as fast as vacancies occur dance with ikem. If the ctwdftl
against us, or to control the ocean. We or improved tra7e conditions make it do not improve, iae ballet ias)fr-would have to take the offensive when possible.
be compelled to arrange bnw'
we have a strong enough fleet."
"Sectnd--Tn- e
element, naked footdancea.
lawlepss
which is by no means small, has been
Army is Improving
Hearings on the army appropriation taught to not only disregard the rights
TO RECOVER CHARTER 1
bill were ended today by the hoiwe of the men at work and the property
Versailles, Ky Dec. fl.Tiia 1
military committee with a discussion of the owners, but to defy the law.
tueky State Farmers' union,
of the nation's preparedness for war
"Third The lawless element is charter was suspended by Fres let-by Brigadier General Hugh L Scott, either fullv Armed arhas arms hidden C. S. Barrett of the Farmers' n
chief of staff. General Scott told the away in convenient places.
of America, met here today for j
committee the condition of the nation
"Fourth The lawless and misguidNew officer were ;j m
al defense is "instantly improving," ed alike will not relish the idea of en and
a.ir
many new members w-and discussed at length the question having their relief, fcmall though it ed, and It la expected, the rlmrfsi s
of ammunition
supplies. Chairman has been, cut off in midwinter.
j
ibe recovered.
i
Hay declared supplies on hand were
"Fifth The tent colonies, remain at j
rapidly approximating the necessary the strategic points and nre occupied I
NEW LICENSES WANTS,-a
- '
reserve.
t.,. Tia
cf.i?;ift?
mi a re. rn o.
,d
si
Representative Greene of Vermont resentment toward the
at work k i iiivi f. r t" I" an ' ii
'( e
quoted from the report of the former .will h& even keener after being for Vi'e ,i
A
,
- '
.1!
f

4

Secretary

would, not ( ouuuctfiL to'ay, and jref er
red inquirers to statements
already
made.
When Japan delivered her ultimatum to Germany demandin? the evacuation of Kiao Chow the statement
was published that the territory would
be returned to China. That it was la
ter pointed out, was upon the supposition that Germany would compel with
the terms of the ultimatum and volun-
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PHONE ORDERS
NOTHING

NOTHING

ON APPROVAL
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DECEMBER

BILL

MTERVAYS MEET TRAVELERS

EXCHANGED

if--

Green Tag Special
for Thursday

OPENS A BUSY

RECEIVE MANY

SESSli

COURTESIES

9, 1914.

JOB FOR GENERAL
New Ycrk, Dec. 9. General William
Wotherspoon, who retired as chief of
staff of the United States army last
month, was notified today by Governor-Elect
Whitman that he would be
appointed state superintendent of public works.
Mr. Whitman said that

Greek Designs
Are

IT 77

General Wotherspoon had accepted
quite the
the appointment.
thing in
Mr. Whitman said that he had tenMATTERS OF MORE THAN ORDINSET OF RULES IS PROMULGATED dered the office to General Wother;
spoon at the time of the general's reARY INTEREST WILL BE
FOR THE SANTA FE IN
but he had not accepted untirement,
CONSIDERED
NEW MEXICO
this year.
til
The office runs concurrenttoday.
dresser
economical
to
should
every
The- special for Thursday
appeal
and
term
the
with
They are
ly
impays
9.
most
governor's
The
Santa Fe, Dec. 9. The state cor
Washington, Dec.
Beautiful silk dresses of Crepe de Chine, poplins,
in Las Vegas.
a
too.
$6,000
Naartistic,
year.
of
ever
the
held,
commission
portant meeting
poration
today received
eharmeuse, Chinas, elc the very height of New York creations, all
tional Rivers and Harbors congress the following rules promulgated by
Lame back may come from over
the new shades Russian green, browns, blues, and all wanted street
was opened here today, for it signalled the Santa Fe system in New Mexico:
i f
shades are In the lot. Take your choice Thursday und the remaina relentless fight for liberal federal
1. A train bulletin shall be main- work, cold settled In tho muscles of
aid in the development o the inland tained in a prominent and readily ac the back, or from disease. In the two
der of the sale at ij price.
waterways. With tne rivers and har cessible place at all depots or ticket former cases the rtght remedy is
It
bors bill In congress undergoing a offices, or at the Harvey houses on BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT.
ALL $ 6.00 SILK DRESSES
........$ 3.00
foe rubbed In thoroughly over
Bhould
to
J20.00O.000
from
more
If
$53,000,000
Santa Fe lines,
convenient to
3.75
pruning
ALL $7.50 SILK DRESSES...
the affected part, the relief will be
the delegates from the "river" states the traveling public.
$5.00
DRESSES..
SILK
ALL $10.00
and satisfactory,
prompt
price 25c,
2.
declared
declare that "war has been
Where a telegraph or telephone
...$7.50
I
ALL $15.00 SILK DRESSES
against, the waterways of the United operator is on duty 30 minutes before 50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by
$100
f'-States."
ALL $10.00 SILK DRESSES
691; third 8,218; fourth 6,032; fifth
scneauiea arrival or passenger or Central Drug Co. Adv.
HIGH GRADES NOT
$12-5Wilis
President
mixed
that
seventh 2,878;
It
4,782; sixth 3,750;
DRESSES
trains, such trains shall be bul
expected
ALL $25.00 SILK
A MILITARY LOBBY
adto
son
will
as
2,270
the
letined
invitation
to
and
school,
In
arrival
four
accept
eighth
high
indicating
.....$15.00
DRESSES
ALL $30.00 SILK
Washington, Dec. 9. President WilIn other words, only six
2,212.
for the attitude of usual manner If on time, and if late
the
dress
congress,
years
REACHED
BY
20.00
ALL $40.00 SILK DRESSES
the administration in this matter Is stating probable time of arrival; and son told callers today he favored the
per cent finish the public school
25.00
ALL $50.00 SILK DRESSES
course.
eagerly sought both by congress and in ca'ees of material delays shall he disclosure of all facts connected with
by the waterway deelgates who are bulletined at every station where a' the preparedness of the United States .''DEPLORABLE CONDITION OBTAINS
According to the department of eduI
EVENING DRESSES NOT INCLUDED AT HALF PRICE.
known as the "second congress." Th3J telegraph or telephone operator is em ror national aerense una believed that
IN THE STATE'S SCHOOL
cation, the compulsory school law is
announcement that the ployed, and conductors on such delay while the subject should be discussed
either not as effective in its provisions
SYSTEM
?
of the sale or
as it should be, or it is not enforced.
government vill pursue a policy of re- ed trains shall notify passengers there as fully as possible, the whole question
Specials advertised each day will he on sale the rest
hinged on the method of investigation
It is the most serious question conin appropriations, particu- on accordingly.
trenchment
these
Note
out.
9.
Dec.
Santa
The average daily
Fe,
until lots are closed
The
commission
3.
by
proposed
plan
All
and
harbor
orfor
river
current
Improvement
larly
general operating
enrollment in the public schools for fronting the educational authorities
and it is a problem for the legishas brought protest from every sec- ders and working time tables affecting Representative Gardner he disapprov- the
past fiscal year was 49,823, or today
1
WOMEN'S SUITS
0
)
jT"
lature to solve, so that, every New
tion where the improvements have the state of New Mexico, must be fil ed.
74 per cent of the enrollment, but
The president said lie had no spe
CHILDREN'S COATS
Mexico child may get the benefit of
been planned and begun, and as all ed with this commission.
tT
f
of the school cenof less than
4. Clean, comfortable, ftfenuate and cial knowledge of the existence
CHILDREN'S DRESSES
)
at
sections of the country are involved
least a grammar school, if not a
sus.
must
rememberbe
However, it
any lobby for stirring up at this time,
was unusually sanitary station
school education, for as a rule the
the
facilities
must
he
today
high
gathering
ed that the school census includes ev
i
large aud unusually anxious to thresh provided at every point where a ticket but he intimated he believed there ery person between 5 and 21 years child that leaves school earlier does
out the matter. Every delegation has agency Is maintained, properly equipp- was such an organized effort.
and that the statistics cover only the not make an efficient citizen.
its pet bone to pick with the oppon- ed for the accommodation of male and
Mrs. McClain's Experience With Croup public schools and not sectarian, Inents of liberal appropriations. Some female passengers, with necessary
Wheezingl n the lungs indicates that
dian or private schools. The enrollthe air pasIs obstructing
"When my boy, Ray, was small he ment is 67,147, or
pointed remarks will probab'y be made heating and lighting equipment; and
phlegm
s
of the
BALLARD'S
HOREHOUND
1Q
sages.
regarding the recent filibuster on the adequate heat shall be furnisihed when was subject to croup, and I was al- school census as against 61
per cent SYRUP
required; and all box cars and other ways alarmed at such times. Cham- the
loosens the phlegm so that it
appropriation bill.
before.year
deterThe waterways delegates are
can be coughed up and ejected. Price
improvised station facilities at
berlain's Cough Remedy proved far
Most deplorable, however, are the
mined to remove the odious term "pork
25c, SOc and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by
points equipped for the accom- better than any other for this trouble.
of the enrollment by grades
figures
from
modation
of
barrel"
the
shall
be
Central Drug Co. Adv.
sought,
It
passengers,
am
appropriations
him
I
relieved
kept
quickly.
always
i i i
ii
tin
It is claimed that a great deal of in a clean and presentable condition. never without it in the house for I demonstrating that tae great major5. AH agency stations snail be open, know it is positive cure for croup." ity of the children drop out of school
OLD MANSION FALLS
misunderstanding exists in and out
meet
To
on
and lighted at least 30 min writes Mrs. W. R. McClain, Blairsvllle. before reaching the grammar grade
warmed
the subject.
of congress
and only a small per cent reach high
London, Dec. 9. The
quaint, old
the emergency, it is probable that a utes before scheduled arrival of trains Pa. For sale by all dealers. Av.
mansion
which
in
Great
finish
less
much
street,
the
school,
high
Queen
comprehensive schedule of waterway carrying passengers, and remain open
was for many years the home of
school course, for only
at
30
will
least
be
When
endorsed.
minutes
after
NEW
CERTIFICATES ISSUED
development
departure
Laa VoaLoaiinStoro
of the entire enrollment is found in James Boswell, the Scotch biographer
this movement was advanced last thereof, for accommodation of arrivSanta' Fe, Dec. 9. The department the high schools, and that covers the of Dr. Samuel Johnson, is falling to
was
feeble
unsuccessful.
it
and
ing passengers, providing such pas of education
year,
today issued the follow- four years, while more than
f
pieces. Although still occupied, it has1
Those who advanced the idea could sengers desire to avail themselves of
Lois A. of the enrollment is found In the sec- had to be propped up on the street
ing certificates:
First
grade,
on
the wall, for that privilige.
read the handwriting)
South OidG Raja
IttaUisitsd Wb
Parker, Berino, Dona Ana county; ond or lower grades. The figures are: front, and the literary pilgrim scarceG.
All coaches handled on passenthe epithet of "pork barrel" was asBessie Cavanaugh, Hillsboro. Third" Kindergarten 261; primary 4,125; first ly recognizes, under their timber supsigned as the reason why President ger trains operating wttmn this state
grade, Bertha Snelson of Plain, Quay 10,873, in. which grade the enrollment ports, the brick pilasters which were
Wilson carefully avoided attending the shall be properly lighted, and neces
county.
reaches high water mark; second 10,- - its chief architectural distinction.
convention.
sary heat, provided when needed; and
It is fully anticipated that the dele- the same rule shall pply to- all pasgates will eagerly endorse a reform senger equipment handled on mixed
measure, such as that proposed by trains and to cabooses of local freight'
Congressman James A. Frear of Wis- trains authorized to carry passengers.
7. All passengers and mixed trams
consin, to abolish pork barrel legisON
lation entirely and create a strong ad- arriving at scheduled stopping points
visory board of high class men, in- shall be stopped at depot platforms
cluding army and civil engineers and for the purpose of receiving or disIt would indeed be a difficult task to describe the
members of the cabinet, to have su- charging passengers;
and the stopgreat possibilities of these Christmas Gifts. The
excellent assortment of late designs and dependable merchandise, gives you an
pervision of all waterways. Such a ping of such trains adjacent to coal
opportunity to purchase
handsome gifts at reasonable cost, that are not
board, making its annual recommen- chutes, freight warehouses and other
only useful at the time hut give pleasant recollections
COURT NOT A TRACE OF RAIN OR SNOW dations to congress, would act for the structures,
for years to come.
I' DNT WORY SUPREME
endangering the safety of
WAS NOTICED HERE 3Y THE
ANY MORE THAN PLAIN ENGscientific and logical benefit of wa- passengers, ;s prohibited.
OBSERVER
LISH "LAWING"'
S. A special effort shall be made
terways development.
CUT GLASS
CHINA CLOSETS AND BUFFETS
FIBER ROCKERS AND CHAIRS
"Congress," says Mr. Frear, "can to ran all passenger and mixed trains
We handle the Whirling Star pattern
In
we
these
deWe
some
swell
have
have these finished In the
interest-to
the report of Volunteer cure a growing cancer only by using on scheduled time; and the work of
Banta Fe, Dec. 9. Rather
'
According
which is hand carved. White it is
in fumed, polished
finished
most
attractive designs of tapestry.
signs,
g was the opinion handed down in Observer Lewis of the New Mexico
the surgeon'3 knife. Such cure would mixed trains shall be arranged so that
not a heavy cut the design is beauor waxed oak. The high grade They are very attractive and sube state supreme court today in a Normal University, which has just reduce the resent heavy tax burdens such trains will arrive at
tiful. Sherbet Cups, Ice Tea Glasjunction
guaranteed workmanship on these stantial and will last a lifetime.
se involving a writ of audita quar- - been returned from Santa Fe, Novem- - and give many millions' of dollars an- points where connections are made
ses, Goblets, Ice Cream Dishes, etc. make them tempting gifts for the Prices range from $10 to $35.
.
J. W. Tuniett of ArttMia, Eddy of this year was almost six degrees nually to legitimate governmental with other trains in sufficient time to
A few pieces, or a pitcher and
most exacting. Prices range from
unty, was the plaintiff, and the colder than the normal. This year the expenditures. Such method of hand- make such connections.
glasses will make an exceptionally $10 to $50.
v estern College of the New Mexico mean temperature, was 42 degrees as ling the
PARLOR CHAIRS AND ROCKERS
It.
waterway problem would
being understood that compliance
fine presenl. Prices from 50o to
We have some very beautiful deinference of the Methodist Episco- - against 47.7. The highest temperature make short shrift of the annual leg with lh0
not
shall
conflict
foregoing
$3.00.
1 church
was
finished in oak, mahogany,
month
a
the
reached
attain
the
signs
during
DRESSERS AND DRESSING
islative course which poisons all oth- with the provisions or requirements of
corporation,
south,
fendant. The case is an original ed on November 14, when laa Vegas er legislation by its system of barter any state or federal statute.
ALUMINUM WARE
TABLES
ivory and Circassian walnut. The
construction enanies us to guaranthe and trade and other Influences with
We have the best aluminum in the
acceding in the supreme court for enjoyed real summer weather,
We have these in pleasing and styl"
tee satisfaction. They make a very
market. It is very suitable for
purpose of quashing an execution thermometer' registering 72 degrees. which it comes in contact."
NO REASON FOR IT
ued out of the supreme, court to Ou November 25 the minimum. 7 de
Christmas and a few pieces will ish designs in almost any finish; desirable present and are sure to
Fully 2,000 delegates are attending
Circassian walnut, oak or mahogforce a judgment of affirmance of grees, was reached, making a range the waterways convention. Mr. Kai
make
please. Prices range from $2.50
the housewife a very useful
You Are Shown a
Out
Way
any.
,
Tiiay make an ornamental as to $10.
in
,
temperature for the month, of 65 Fu Shan, the Chinese minister, will
court against tne plaintiff, who
and substantial gift. Prices from
mere can oe no reason why any
well as useful present. The prices
' d signed his. name to a subscription degrees.
The greatest range of any speak on the waterways of his coun- reader of this who suffers the tortures
25c up.
from $10 to $35.
range
one
t for the founding of the Western
day was 49 degrees on November try, which have been in constant use of an aching back, the annoyance of
ROCKERS
ENAMELWARE
- 12.
whicTx
(
suband
for
Artesla
at
liege
'9rWi for thousands of years. Champ Clark, urinary disorders, the pains and dan In this lino we have an
We have these finished in the
excellent
The month was aa exceptionally Senators
"iption judgment was given. The
Weeks, Simmons, Smith of gers of kidney ills will fail to heed the
BRASS BEDS
waxed, fumed or polished oak, maassortment. A teapot, a coffee pot
decision sunny one, as there were three cloudy Michigan, and
?reme court in' today's
Dineen of word of a resident of this locality who
or birdsej-- e maple. Some
hogany,
or
a
We know of nothing that would
larger piece is a very acceptdeclares days, three partly cloudy and 24 clear. Illinois are also to speak.
i"i ishes the execution and
has found relief. The following
are
while others are upholsIs
plain
able gift, and one that will last make a better gift than one of
: It was the driest month of November
i judgment, unenforcahle. The
Magee of Pittsburgh; John H. Barn-har- convincing proof:
in the finest of leather.
tered
for
years. We have this In the these. Our patterns are very stylon record, there being not even a
us says:
of New Orleans; and Irving C.
Manuel Deigado,
140
Canon St,
or blue and white. The prices ish and attractive and are sure to Prices from $3 to $50.
gray
n
4
trace of rain or snow during the en Norwood of
judgment was obtained upon
adSanta Fe, N. Mex., says-Davenport, Iowa, will
"I was a
are exceptionally low, running from please. The finish is of the very
contract for the support of tire 30 days. The average precipita- dress the convention.
sufferer from backache and got bo bad
LIBRARY TABLES .
10c up to $2.00.
highest quality and will not tar!
college, the consideration of said tion for November is .8 inches. The
Senator Saulsbury of Delaware will that I couldn't work. I often had to
We have these in all the latest deor
nish
off.
rub
Better
and
call
tract being the maintenance of said month was a finer sample of the won speak on the Chesapeake and DelaDISHES
lay off for a week at a time. I tried
make your selections early. Prices signs, finished in solid quartered
We have some very attractive de::
ege at the place designated for 20 derful Ims Vegas weather.
ware canal; Senator Fletcher of Flor- different remedies, but
no
benefit,
oak, carefully
selected for its
'
got
from
$10 to $40.
.vfftts. Subsequent to judgment, and
ida on the Oklawaha river; Senator Finally, I used Doan's
signs In these, the quality being
beautiful markings. The workmanKidney Pills
Sick
same
in
the
of
Heaoache
for
this
court
the price asked. These
uf;mance
high
Sheppard of Texas, on Trinity river, and they were Just what I needed and
ship and construction is of the
tiic college authorities allowed a mortwill make a tempting gift for the
and Representative Raker of Califor soon cured me. I recommended Doan's
PIANOS
Sick headache
Is nearly
always
very best. They make a handto be foreclosed. .upon the prop-- : tau8eo-t- y
most exacting. You can buy one
disorders of the stomach. nia on the Sacramento and Feather Kidney Pills when they helped' me so
some piece of furniture for the livWe handle the famous- Baldwin
frty, quitrclaimea its equity of redemp- Correct them and the periodic attacks rivers.
piece or a set. Prices for a
Congressman J. Hampton much and I am now pleased to confirm
make. Our method makes it pos- ing room. Prices from $10 to $40.
tion in the same, abandoned the
set range from $4.00 to $12.00.
o sick headache will disappear. Mrs. Moore, president of the Atlantic Deep that endorsement.
haven't needed
I
to buy this piano without paysible
and became Insolvent. Held, John Bishop of Koseville, Ohio, writes: er Waterways association, will
RUGS
KITCHEN WARE
speak any kidney medicine in three or four
excess price for the acing
any
the' defendant, is entitled to relief in "About a
year ago I was troubled with on "The Pork Barrel."
We have some substantial
years, as the cure has lasted."
pieces commodation. They cost a little We have them In all sizes and
court against the enforcement of indigestion and had sick headache
Evening sessions will be held to
rrice 50o, at all dealers. Don't sim
which will make useful presents. A more than low
grade pianos but grades, very attractive and beau''"'judgment.
that lasted for two or three days at a night and tomorrow night, the latter ply ask for a kidney
roaster, a soap stone eriddle, a they give satisfaction for a liferemedyset
tiful designs. A Wilton rug will
vhile this court refuses to hold time. I doctored and tried a number being ladles' night, at which Mrs. Sa Doan's Kidney
teakettle or any small piece will be time. Perfect tone,
pills the same that
Unit the ancient writ of Audita Querela of remedies but
make
a most acceptable gift and
pow
strength,
rah
Willard
Strout, president of the Mr. Deigado had. Foster-Miiburnothing helped me
very acceptable. These are inexCo.,
er, beauty all that real music lovwill last for years. Prices range
not still available in this jurisdic-- 1 until
Women's
one
National
Rivers
those
and
of
sick
Harbors
during
spells
Props., Buffalo, N. Y. Adv.
pensive in price, ranging from 25c ers enjoy and demand. Prices from $2.50 to $15 for the small
!ior the better practice is held to be a friend
and
advised me to take Chamber congress will speak and preside.
to $2.00.
'
' ..pplfcatlon to the court by motion
range from $250 to $500.
$12 to $65 for the large.
,
lain's Tablets. This medicine-- reliev- PEOPLE
GO
VISITING
'' T' the relief required.
ed me In a short time." For sale by
Santa
Best
For Kidneys Says Doctor
Fe, Dec. 9, Deputy United
"
The opinion Is by Justice Frank W. all dealers. Adv.
Besides the above we have child's chairs, child's
Dr. J. T. R. Neal. Greenville. So. States Marshal Manuel Baca came up
rockers, Ugh chairs,
fact an
'far! er. J, 0. Atkeson appeared for
uunmaea amount or different articles that will make
from
Car.,
that
in
30 years of exAlbuquerque
his
says
Editor
today.
City
pleasing presents, We Invite your patronage
T''!t:tirf. There was do appearance
ELK FOR NEW MEXICO
and offer our prompt attention to all orders whether
perience he has found no preparation Herbert S. Underwood of the Boston
l'ir lie defendant.
large or small.
Santa Fe, Dec. 9. Game Warden for the
kidneys equal to Foley Kidney Herald, returned today with Mrs. Un- T. C. de Baca received ftSftnrAnm tn. Pills. In
50c and tl.00 Rkes. Ttput vnn derwood and daughter Elizabeth, from
improvement in the demand for skill-l- ;, day that New Mexico stands first can
for
buy
backache, rheumatism, a visit t0 Judge A. J. Abbott at the
jor is reported from all sections among the stales requesting elk from
and bladder ailments. O. G. Hous of the Ten Alders rmong the
kidney
l.h,-- i
country. A big boom is on in Yellowstone Park and will receive its Sohaefer
cliff dwellings on the Rit.o 4e Ics Friand Red Cross Drug Store.
is'i industries.
'
quota of 30 ,n the ne&r future.
Vegas 114.
Adv.
toles.
Night
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC. WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER
meat that he likely would accept the
office at $50 per month, provided that
the additional $75 were secured from
some other source than the ciub's
treasury, Mr. LeNoir was elected.
Leo M. Tipton and W. I Humphries, both with splendid recommendations, were also applicants for the
position. Sign for Transcontinental Road
The club, upon hearing the report
of Robert J. Ta'upert of the road committee, decided to place a sign upon
the transcontinental highway at the
pcint where the circle drive blanches
off. Director William Springer was
autMi'ized to communicate with the
commercial bodies at Maxwell, Wagon
Mound, Springer, watrous and the
other towns north of here upon the
Santa Fc trail and obtain, their cooperation in the erection and mainte
nance of the sign. It was reported to
the club some time ago that tourists
are bein? misdirected at Raton, being
informedthat they must take the Cimarron-Taos
road to Santa Fe, as that
is the main line. The result has been'
that several automobile parties have'

EROIB ELECTED
SECRETARY

OF

CLUB
COMMERCIAL ORGANIZATION
PLOYS FORMER Y. M. C A.
LEADER

EM-

At the regular monthly meeting of

the board of directors of the Commer
cial club of Las Vegas last night Phil
.

-

K. LeNoir was elected secretary of
the organization. Previous to action
upon three applications the directors
had gone on record as1 refusing to. pay

Davis, Charles Greenclay, Georgo A.
Fleming, N. O. Hermann, Hallett Ray- nolds, Clarence Iden, William Spring
er, D. T. Hoskins and M. M. Padgett.
SWITZERLAND'S

9, 1914.

the drive home in the later afternoon
and early evening. A committee was
appointed by the directors of the club
last night to arrange for the affair.
Professor Gonzales has done excel
lent work since he was sent here by
the state agricultural college, which
bears a portion of his expenses, in
company with the counties of San
Miguel and Mora. He is to bo fur
nished office room in the Commercial
club quarters, where he may be found
on one day in each week. Through
the courtesy of the owners, the room
in the Coors building recently vacated
by Perry Onion has been placed at
the disposal of Professor Gonzales,
who will make an agricultural display

GetRldof

HARD LOT

Zurich, Dec. 9. Switzerland's lot
since the war began has been a hard
one. The cost of maintaining the
army In' a state of. mobilization, is estimated at fully $400,000 a day. The loss
to the hotel keepers in three months
is figured at' $25,000,000.'
The hotel keepers probobly suffer
mm ore than any other class, especially
as they had lean years in 1912 and
1913 awing to bad
weather.
They
had looked forward to 1914 as likely
to make up all deficits; the weather
from the beginning of the summer was
excellent and the rush of tourists In
June and early July was unprecedented.

Chamberlain's Cough Remedy The
Mother's Favorite
"I five Chamberlain's Cough Rem
edy to my children when they have
colds or coughs," writes Mrs. Verne
in the window.
Shaffer, Vandergrift, Pa. It always
helps them and is far superior to any
AMERICANS NOT HURT
other cough medicine I have used. I
Paris, Dec. 9. The American ambu advise anyone in need of such a medi
lance corps of Paris has done much cine to give it a trial." For sate by
daring work at the front but thus far all dealers; Adv.
there has not been a single casualty
among the staff, composed of doctors,
GERMANS Itsr HOLLAND
bearers and automobile drivers.
A
Dec. 9. This city Is
Copenhagen,
little girl from a village in the firing
zone was killed by a shell while now the Mecca of Germans and the
hotels are full of merchants, salesmen
watching the Araercian ambulance
men placing a wounded man in an and others Intent upon doing business
automobile, yet no one else was hurt.
A British ambulance next to one of
the American cars was struck by a
shell and blown into fragments, killing or wounding the entire crew, but
none of the American party nearby
was touched. Some doubt has arisen
as to whether neutrals should expose
themselves to such danger, but the
difficulty has been with the leaders
ot the American ambulance to keep
their associates out of the range of
fire. The American ambulance train
is often cheered when it appears close
tip to the trenches. The men stay at
the front a week or ten days and are
then relieved by others from Paris.
A repair car acoompanies the ambulances at the front and any accident
to a machine is thus almost immediEnough duplicate
ately repaired.
parts are kept in stock in this repair
car to construct a new machine out.
right.

The hotel keepers probably surfer
more than any other class, especially
ed away by the panic among the
consider an offer of less than $125 per
Swisa bankers, which caused the remonth.
fusal of all letters of credit and even
There was considerable sentiment
foreign money. At present many of
In the board in favor of proceeding
the big hotels are closed and the num
',
during the coming year in much the ed. The
suggestion of Mr. Taupert is ber '6t guests In those which remain
same manner as in the twelvemonth
a
that
steel
large
sign be placed at open is almost negligible. Nor is
Just dosed, which is tobave the pub-.- .
the, there much likelihood of any improve- - Will
help you when all else fails.
i transcontinental
merit In conditions in time for the
and
C
highway
stating,
done by action of the board of direct.
. .
...
'that it leads to Springer, Maxwell, winter sports season. As a matter of Unsightly complexions are often
ors, wnue me secretary iooks arier
Mound, Watrous, jl&s Vegas, fact, living conditions In Switzerland a bar to social advancement and
the clerical work and collections. Jt Wagon
Start life with
Santa Fe, Albuquerque and the Pa- have changed very little. There is a business success.
was pointed out by the advocates of
cific coast The sign will be erected shortage of coal and petrol but food a clear skin and good hair.
this plan that the cUib cannot afford at a', cost of about
$60.
prices have probably increased not
to employ a high prlcedi secretary and
Samples Free by Mail
much more than 10 per cent.
The Advertising Campaign
Ciiltouru Soap nd Ointment Mid throughout tha
mipply him with necessary funds for
irorld. Liberal Mmple ot each mailed free, with
uuonciiy lor
uuiaimng necessary
buck, Addreei I'Cutlcurs," Dept. 16B, Boston.
president W. P. Southard reported
GREECE HAS MONEY
Greater Las Vegas and San Miguel for tue . advertising committee, of
Athens, Dec, 9, The newspapers
county. It was declared' that the club, which he ls chairman, "that it Is
here
comment with satisfaction on the.1 troduced the style, but that to the
the
done
has
the past year,
poged to issuej early next year, two
financial statement of the government coolie the queue was a recognized
Ibest work In its history and has gain-- j
bunetins, one devoted to tlie resources
ed 'lasting and manifest results. It, an(i possibilities of investments which for the year 1914. According to the custom of hair dressing and nothing
has been able to do this without going taif) cmmty offerS) nnd the other to minister of finance the economic sit- more. The short hair was a foreign,
into debt A secretary has been em--j the clImate and nealtn reBorts feature, uation of the country ls most favor strange fashion which he had been
hav taught, up to a few years ago, to dis-.ployed at a moderate salary, $50 per Thus when a prospe!tjVe investor able, the international situation
rev- pise.
on
had
effect
far
less
adverse
ing
month, and given office room In which j wrjte8 he
TCCeIve literature that
enues and expenditures than was ex
to conduct his law practice, it being jgUeB him 1he
imna lnformatlon
As summed up in the minis
understood 6hat he was to give the
i9 not 10eIy t0 care rauch atwut pected.
ter's
ordinary expenditures
report
club full value in collections and clori- the climaie. when a
OF
prospective sum. amount to $47,000,000 and extraordi-nar- v PHOTOGRAPHS
cal work. It was shown that this plan'
vacationer writes he can be
exnenditures to $43,000,000. Of
.....
. .
. ..
been most siuwesRfnl. , thn aacrp.' .
icrraea ny tne mailing or tne proper this total of $90,000,000 aboiut $47,000
,
af-M.
Leo
the
tary.
Tipton, handling
,..,,, tlim,lft ia nnt IikBlv. tn
THE HUMAN SOUL
Catarrh Cannot be Cured
fairs of the office in an excellent way. j mnch about the possibilities of invest 000 is assigned to army and navy and
.'
The advocates of paying a larger iments. Mr. Southard fcaid the com national defense.
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
stipend declared that a man of Mr. mittee was not ready to make a com
REMARKABLE ILLUSION
SHOWN cannot reach the seat of the disease.
COOLIES KEEP QUEUES
LeNolr's well known ability as an d- - plete report, but would do so later.
Catarrh is a blood or constitutional
IN MOTION PICTURE AT THE
TwrM!no
man
. ...
-flirrtit.
....... nnilu tmbltoirv
y
n- disease, and in order to cure it you
MUTUAL
Peking, Dec. 9. At the suggestion
r .- - dome Desired Publicity
would be able to gain a large amount
must take internal remedies. Hall's
Upon motion the president appoint- - o2 foreign advisors to the government
of publicity for the community rree
the. forcible amputation of queues has
Cure is taken Internally, and
Catarrh
the
Mutual
at
Tonight
Theater,
of cost by writing acceptable articles Hoskins upon al committee to arrange been abandoned. The ministry of the
Brothers will present a acts directly upon the blood and mufor the large publications of the coun-try- . for some desirable publicity for the interior had issued instructions to the three-ree- l
Balboa feature, which cen- cous surface. Hall's Catarrh Cure is
Attention was called to the fact club in Las Vegas.
police of Peking to cut off forcibly ters around a camera that is capable not a quack, medicine. It was pre
that Mr. LeNoir, when secretary of
the queues of rickshaw coolies. The of photographing the human soul as scribed by one of the best physicians
Beans for the Belgians
the 'Y, M. C. A., proved a valuable A' letter from the Santa Fe Commer- police were armed with scissor and it leaves the body after death. The in this country for years and Is a reg
advertising man for Las Vegas, owing cial club asking the Las Vegas Com- proceeded to fulfill instructions. The plot, which,, is unique, is as follows: ular prescription. It is composed of
(3 his takinf themttfatiT In matters tnero5a, club to join m the b6ans.ft)r. rickshaw coolies banned" together and
Juan Palores invents a camera which the "best tonics known, combined witi
inand
resisted
instances
of community publicity. It was de- in
several
is so delicate that he believes it ca- the best blood purifiers, acting direct
movement" wait referred
of
mucous surfaces. The per
Two
blared that there are a sufficient num-- ,
or
one
two
policemen.
was
It
committee.
jured
pable of photographing . the human ly on the
t) the advertising
her of prominent business men in the gtated that Jross KeIjr & Company the foreign advisors to President soul. Just as he has concluded his fect combination of the two ingre-dlentIs what produces such wonderity who are anxious to have Mr. Le- - already haV6 nt a carload of beans Yuan Shi Kai pointed out to promi- invention, his wife, Catherine, is taeduNoir at the head of the community's.
ken sick. All hope of her recovery ful results in curing catarrh. Send
the Beigians, while mtfny citizens nent Chinese officials of modern
advertising apd boosting campaign linavo subsCribed to the dollar Christ-rais- cation that this action was unwarrant- is lost. Palores then determines to for testimonials, free.
and
CHENEY & CO., Props, Toledo, O.
enough money monthly to make
fimd( tne Christmas ship and ed on the part of the ministry
photograph her' soul as it leaves her P. J.
ideas
Sold
between $r,0 and lher
the
to
by Druggists, price 75c.
!JP the difference
body. This he does,, hiding the negaenterprises for m relief of the v.as distinctly contrary
Hall's Family Pills for consti
of
Take
the
$125 per month.
rights
countries
adin
held
tive
account
the
invention
an
foreign
the
and
of
Belgians. It was left up to
ChiThe
behind a painting of his dead wife. pation.
It was the sense of the meeting that vertislng committee to recommend If of a citizen of a republic.
nese official argued that the queue The next day Palores is killed by a
Mr. LeNbir's ability Is well known, Las Vegas should do more,
WHERE
but many directors were of the opin-- j The following were present: Presl- - was a badge of servitude. The ad- fall, from his horse.
been Sixteen
year elapse.. Palores daughicn that ne would prove too nign dent W. P. soutnara, Vice tresmeni visors replied ,that it may have
San Antonio, Dec. 9. The name
Tvrlr.ed a man tor the nlace. under gt- - Prod O. Tllond Secretary Leo M. Tin- - such to men who had read history and ter, Alice, is now an attractive young
"Dorothy Arnold"' written on the fly'
Manchu had in- - woman.
She is ardently wooed by
Isting conditions. Upon the announce- - ten, Director David. X Leahy, Isaac understood that the
leaf of a Bible in possession of a young
Robert Thompson, a worthy young woman arrested last night, caused
man. But an adventurer, Hernandez,
the police today to investigate whethis determined to get her. lie obtains
er the Bible had any connection with
an introduction, and gradually fascinNew
Dorothy Arnold, the
ates her. She agrees to elope with York
girl. A slip of paper had been
him. After packing her belongings
pasted over the nam.
she turns to take a last look at her
mother's portrait. Finally, taking a
Gore, Pa., P. A. Morgan had occa
knife, she determines to cut it out of sion
recently to use a liver medicine
the frame, and take it with her. She and
says of Foley Cathartic Tablets:
does so, discovering the negative of
'They thoroughly cleased my system
her mother's soul in a niche behind and I felt like a new man light and
or
hi
onsl ninrht in
rsif.r3rjv
the frame. Taking this as a message free. They are the best medicine I
from her dead parents, she gives up have ever taken for constipation. They
guns to destroy the
Krupp gun works in Germany,
her rash impulse.
keep the stomach sweet, liver active,
number of human lives.
Meanwhile Hernandez, grown tired bowels
regular." O. G. Schacfer and
of waiting, comes to see what
has Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.
caused the delay.
When Alice tells
is
and better by
work of the thousand employes of
him that she will not go with him, he
STRIKE WILL CONTINUE
the big Postum Cereal Pure Food Factories
attempts to force her to do so. At
St. Louis, Dec. 9. The strike of
this moment Thompson enters the shopmen on the Harriman lines will
Now making the
wheat and barley food
room. In the final picture the two
continue, it was announced today by
lovers are reunited.
A. O. Wharton, chairman of thd railway department of the American Federation of Labor, after he had receivFARMERS UMIIEON
ed the vote of the2 boiler materf
union on a proposal to call off the
strike.
bv
$50 per month. Mr. LeNoir, in his application, stated that he would not

and Ointment
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The situation at Seabrlght, N. J.,
which was becoming alarming yesterday as the tide and breakers swept
into the streets on the shore front was
improved today. Tfio occupants of
many buildings who moved their be
longings to places of safety last night
returned to their homes today. The
sea was still heavy and was pounding
upon the few remaining parts of the
seawall. Yards and streets were lit
tered with debris.

'
a neutral world,
the United States.
The busiest office ia town af. present is that of the American Const
General and Mr. WInslow U fioli";
his utmost to assist the rxporti-pof America in the sale of th ir
ties.
Exporters fahould bear in mind, sa. 1
Mr. WInslow, that only necssi;tii
can be sold to Europe at the preset t
time and no experiments will be nialH
by Danish exporters. Grain, cotlon,
flour, provisions, footwear, clol'iine,
canned goods, metals and all raw material will have the call.

Milk

c;h

i

MEDAL

FOR A GIRL

Havre, Deo. 9. The order of Leopold, the Victorian Cross cf Belgium,
is conferred on Mile, Renaudiere oC
Schaerbeck, for bravery under fire
while serving with the Red Cross am
bulance. In a number of difficult
fights, Mile. Renaudiere went out oa
the field to seek and bring in Belgian
wounded in defiance of shot and shell.
Her name now appears as chevalier
of the Order of Leopold on the war office records by order of King Albert.
,
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Greater

MM U

New York Salesrooms

Mcridoo

32 Warren Street

Connecticut

long-missin- g

Krupp's
At

turning out

far

Greater

greatest

QrapeNtfit

For building human
Strength and Finergy

Since the war started shipments of Grape-Nutfood to Europe have
increased by leaps and bounds, but in spite of the extra demand the
price has not advanced.

mm

ELECTRICA

This famous food is concentrated, easy to digest, delicious economicala good food to fight on in business or war!

trial

"There's a Reason" for

GRAPE-NUT- S

Sold by Grocers everywhere.

The problem of selecting appro-

lie

priate Christmas gifts gifts that
are useful as well as attractive

frr

again confronts you.
While on your next

club

COMMERCIAL ORGANIZATION
RANGES AFFAIR FOR PROFESSOR GONZALES

tour stop in and see

A farmers' and business men's luncheon will be served at tha Commercial club rooms some time within the
next two weeks, at which Professor
Gonzales, the county agricultural expert, will make an address. The luncheon will be served at noon and will
will be concluded) at 2 o'clock. It will
be advertised all over the counties of
San Miguel and Mora as an oportuu-ij- y
for the. farmers to become better
acquainted with the newly named
soil and livestock expert. It will be
recommended as a good occasion upon
which to do Christmas shopping, as
there will be plenty of time, after the
luncheon, for a lour of the s;or?i and

DON'T MISS THIS. Cut out this
slip, enclose five cents to Foley and
Co.. Chicago. III., writing your name
and address clearly. You will receive
in return a free trial packago contain
ing Foley'B Honey and Tar Compound,

for coughs, colds and croup. Foley
Kidney Pius, and Foley Cathartic
Tablets. For sale in your- - town by
O. G. Schaefor and Rod Cores Drug
Co.

Adv.
RAIN FOLLOWS

STORM

New York, Dec. 9. Rain and snow
today followed in the walte of the gal
which for 4S hours lashed the north
Atlantic coast, cost five lives and caused damage estimated at many hundreds of thousands of dollars. The
local weather forecaster saitl indication vcto for clear skies tomorrow.

shopping

OUR display

of Electrical Appliance1,

Thlt and Five Cents!
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Anyone can prove by

lOMETHING
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GIVE
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prices.

Santa eays "No
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Turkey Tickets
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A GREAT CHRISTMAS SALE
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16.00
3.00
7.00
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Xmas Eve. Dec.

Cannot Leak or Spill
Burners' for your
ChaJin dish or
Percolator

Entered at the postorfice at East
Las Vegas. New Mexico, for
through the United State
Aallg as second class matte.
TERMS OF SUBSCRITION
Dally, by Carrier
er Copy
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On Month
On Year
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mans. A reputation ior supernuman since they landed in England. It has
sagacity keeps the enemy guessing, rained nearly every day since the Can
One Year
confuses ordinary plans and prevents adians entered into camp here and the
0
Six Months
the doing of the natural and obvious flat grounds are a sea of mud.
AH branches of the service have
thing.
Within the last fewr daya the dis- been greatly handicapped by the mud
(Cash In Advance for Mail
Subscriptions.)
patches have revealed how widespread and rain. Drill has been very trying.
Remit by check, (trait or money this terror is in the ranks of the al- However, the Canadian organizations
Canada a strict search are showing the best of spirit and pa
cder. If sent otherwise we will not lies. In far-of-f
made
for
for guns supposed to tiently undergoing the training necloss.
it
being
e responsible
Specimen copies free on application. have been secreted by Germans who essary to qualify them for service at
were pretending to take moving pic- the front.
A complete reorganization
in the
tures of a reproduction of the battle
AT
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
oi Quebec. The finding of a concrete Canadian troops Is taking place to
EXPIRATION OF TIME
floor on premises once occupied by a make them uniform with the British
PAID FOR
German contributed to the suspicion army. Instead of having each comFrom the far east comes the story pany act as a separate unit, two com
the Emden almost beguiled the panies are combined, one captain actthat
the
are
Advertisers
guaranteed
at Calcutta into sending it coal ing as the senior officer, the other as
British
largest dailv and weekly circulation
Anowter dispatch says his assistant, and eaoh. lieutenant
and
provisions.
New
of any newspaper in northern
that the escape of the German cruis commanding one of four platoons with
Mexico.
ers Goeben and Breslau from the about 60 meu each. This plan makes
Straits of Messina was due to suppos- it possible for the senior captain to
ed orders from the British admiralty be relieved of all routine duties so he
TELEPHONES
Main 2 to Admiral Troubridge to let the cruis can give his time to the broader adBusiness Office
Main 9 ers sail peacefully away. It is stated ministrative and military
News Department....'
problems.
that the orders, written in the British The Canadians have taken very kindcode, were forged by the Germans. ly to the change, the lieutenants be
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 9, 1914. The
obtaining of the code affords evi ing especially fond of the plan as it
dence of the omnipresence and Ingen places greater responsibility and Inuity of the German spy. Its daring depedence upon them than the old
TUB OVERWORKED
use will throw doubt OB every order a single company system.
TUA.CUHU
Humors are circulated In camp alBritish naval officer may hereafter re
Now
Mexico
ot
the
Ruiert Aaplund
not
ceive.
Is
most
the
order
It
obviously
daily that the Canadian contin
has the
iieuartment of education
wise he will distrust its genuineness. gent will be sent to Egypt as soon as
when
The
Optic
hearty endorsement of
The war has been distinguished from it is whipped into shape. The Canhe says that teachers and pupils in
all others in its size, In the nature of adians are quite willing to go anygiv--Hie public echols of the state are
the terrible Implements used on land, where there Is fighting. As much ex
too many vacations. Mr. Asplunl
In the air and under the sea. Every- citement la promised in Egypt the
recently stated that, school terms
"In the heavens above, the earth Canadians are anxious to go there
should be measured by certain num- thing
later to
beneath
and the waters under the hoping to be. transferred
bers of daj-- of work. If a vacation
can have a
so
is being employed
France
In
that
earth"
the
they
is given during the term, the same
of death and devastation. chance at the Germans.
length of time should be added on to spreading
Is not as disquieting as the
this
But
the end. It Is Mr. Asplund's belief
BARGES CARRY WOUNDED
Inspired by such rumors as
that the patrons and pupils of the suspicion
are now flying. An open enemy, seen
Geneva, Dec.' 9. The cargo boats
schools are entitles to a full school
in the flesh, is not nearly ns pwe-in- - .that formerly carried coal and cereals
term. He suggests that the Christmas
as one that is mysterious and on the Rhine have been transformed
vaication be shortened this year, owing spiring
elusive,
striking at unexpected places into ambulances and are conveying
to- the fact that teachers and pupils
and using undreamed of methods. wounded soldiers from Colmar to Col
were given a week's vacation at
Unless the Germans have a network ogne.
Thanksgiving time.
The German wounded generally are
of spies covering the earth and setting
was
The Thanksgiving vacation
well cared for in the hospitals along
contrived
the
for
traps
diabolically
made lengthy on account of the teachthey have managed to place a the Rhine, but their numbers have in
ers' convention, which undoubtedly enemy,
hoodoo on the allies, which will at creased to such an extent since the
benefits the instructors far more than
least partly answer the sam-- purpose. middle of October, that there have not
if they had spent the time teaching;
been enough doctors to give them
o
indirectly the pupils are bettered by
prompt attention, and many slightly
TOUGH ON CANADIANS
the further advancement of their
wounded have died on this account,
9.
CanaDec.
Salisbury,
England,
teachers. But why not have it at a
So overworked are tnn surgeons that
dian
at
troops encamped
Salisbury
time when vacation prevails and thus
often fall asleep while on duty,
they
Plain
a
had
have
rough
experience
not deprive teachers and pupils of a
A story eomes from Colmarto the ef
substantial vacation at the real holifect that a well known surgeon, after
day time, Christmas?
working for a fortnight with very lit
Teaching, of course, is hard work
tle rest, fell asleep over an important
So is studying and reciting. The tired
operation. Pressing calls have been
business man or professional man,
made upon the doctors in Germany,
however, cannot sympathize strongly
including the most aged, to remedy the
overworked teachwith the
difficulty.
er, who has two days' rest in every
seven, a long vacation in the summer
ELECTION CERTIFICATES
time, and whose hours are from 9 a.
Santa Fe, Dec. 9. The state can
to. to 4 p. m., with an occasional
vassing board expects to be In a po
sition by Saturday to issue election
might's work to grade examination papers. Therefore, Mr. Asplund's sugcertificates, expecting by that time
gestion that a little more attention to
the teturn of all the election returns
Imsiness and a little less vacation be
and poll books duly signed by the
ihe rule in the schools appeals to The
precinct election officers.
Optic as a good one.
GROWER

This Sale is an event that adds much to the early advantages of Xmas
Personal requirements will- - be
Buying. Gift buyers will find it a mecca.
filled at savings that do not occur at any other time.

GOODS
BOUGHT

YOUR.

Women's Suits and Coats

MAY

BE

ZIBELINES

IF

$27.50 Garments. .$13.75

ANO HAVE

CHEVIOTS

$25 Garments ...$12.50
$20 Garments . . .$10.00

THEM

MELTONS

$15 Garments

BROADCLOTHS

NOT

$7.50

At
Be

j

ffiT

M

Women's HatS
Off

here earlyl Get first choice

ter values than you expect.

Bet- -

A num- -

ber of fine Gage Hats are still here,

DEC. 24
The Handkerchief

Department

AN UNCANNY EFFICIENCY
Much was written about. German efficiency prior to the war in military,

.commercial and educational matters,
iiut there was no intimation of such
prodigies of foresight and cunning as
are reported from various parts ot the
:lobe.. A few centuries ago such
.things would have brought a charge
of witchcraft against the whole country. Sometimes the reported exploits
re so incredible as to arouse a suspicion that the enemy is the victim of
nerves. If the Germans have accomplished all the shrewd things ascribed
to them and liavo spies in all the
places where their presence is
they must be supermen indeed.
Itut whatever the grounds for the myriad stories, the fact they are believ
j
ed is vorv odvantagrous to the
d,

KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
City, Dec. 9. Hogs receipts
7,000. Market steady.
Bulk $6.93
7.25; heavy $7.107.25; pigs $6
6.75.

' Kansas

Cattle, receipts 6,000. Market steady.
Prime fed steers $9.2510.50; west-esteers $79.25; calves $6.50
10.50.
Sheep, receipts 5,000. Market higher.
Labs $7.508.15; yearlings $6.25
7.25.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

IT IS THE DAINTIEST
EVEK.

Optic Pub. Co.

New York, Dec. 9. Prices of bonds
showed few changes in the day's early, market. Some comparatively large
lots changed hands. Texas company
.
Rock Islaud collasixes were up
teral refunding four, debenture fives
and United States Rubber sixes receded VH to
Trading came to s dead
halt .oon sifter the opening.
,

Spread

1

You should attend this Silk Sale be- - to Double Size.
Cause every Customer that buys will People tell us that there is not such
variety or Kerchiefs here- mtvrvel at the values Cld is going to be another
about. The
that come from

the biggest Bachar&ch cdveftlser
have. ALL SILKS REDUCED.

prettiest

We Ireland, Switzerland,

France, England
and America.
; All Linen Handkerchiefs for
Only
5c Each and Up

'

More Toys That "Go" and Dolls That Sleep.
in TOYLAND and DOLLVILLE

Dolls

that sleep

that never

and Dolls

Aerial Trucks, Touring Cars, Etc., miniature reproductions

'

AH Toys

Here.

-

and Dolls

Will

Found on Balcony

be

Auto friction toys, such

sleep.

as Fire Engines,

unlay Heem if or I2m
Sturday Dec. 12

"1

Is Victrola Day

sjp:

BaLchacrawch's

at

J!l
fjj
JfW

Music all day on Victor Talk- ing Machines by the World's

( fy

Greatest Artists.

everybody invited

GIFTS FOR MEN AND BOYSMen are practical, their gifts must be practical.
watch hla face light up with a smile.

Nothing

Suits $2.50 to $30.00
Handkerchiefs
Sox
Gloves

-

5c to 75c
15c to $1.50
35o

to

J3.50

Locomotives,

the modern kind.

of

Se& VJIndow Dlsp lay-S- at
Bring the
Children to
Our Store.
ij fl
4
There are welcomed

GIRLS!

Wouldn't
you like a
box of
stationery
embossed
with an
artistic
monogram
in lavender
and silver

DELIVERED

ENTIRE STOCK INCLUDED

3

--

HERE NOW

$35 Garments ,..$17.50
$30 Garments ...$15.00

Plushes

Mole-Ski- n

PRESENTS

$40 Garments ...$20.00

URAL LAMB

EXCHANGED

XMAS

THE PRICES

THE MATERIALS

n

-

BUY

is more

-

practical than something useful.

Give "Him" one of these, and

Overcoats $3.50 to $27.50

Ties

25c to $2.50

Suspenders
Shirts -

25c

-

-

to

$1.00

75c to $5.00

....

Hats
Underwear
Cuff Buttons

to $5.50
25c to $4.00
35c to $1.50

$1.60

.

RAT TURKEYS
FREE FORTY
ACCORDING TO OUR ANNUAL CUSTOM,. WE ARE GOING TO GIVE AWAY ABSOLUTELY
DECEMBER
24.
ASK
XMAS
METHOD
ABOUT
OUR
OF
OF DISTRIBUTION,
EVE,
ON THE NIGHT

DELICIOUS

TURKEYS

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

of
& Marx

T

perry

Any man is glad to
House
Goals owrl tnese thingB. We
and Bath have a 00i 8election
of tne newest.
Robes

Onion

Fancy

on its way from Trenton, N. J., to the
coast and doesn't seem to mind the
snow.

PERSONALS

4

4

ness visitor here today.
John F. Harvey arrived in Las Vegas yesterday from Denver,
H. J. Eppstein of El Paso was in
Las Vegas on business today.
George B. Scharff of El Paso was
here today for a brief business stay.P. R. Slevins of Denver was here
today to look after some personal affairs. Jim Leonard, who has been in town
for
foi a few days, left yesterday
Trout" Springs.
C.- W, Chidester of Albuquerque was
here today. Mr. Chidester is a business man of the Duke City.
W. O. Caurson of El Paso was in Las
Vegas today. Mr. Caurson is a business man of the Pass City.
S. W. Hearselder came in last night
from Wagon Mound. He will spend
a short time in this city.
Charles F. Vollmer, a traveling Bales-mafrom Sturgess, Mich., was here
today, calling on the local merchants.
n
E. S. Hooper, representing the
in
was
Las
of
Denver,
company
.Vegas today calling on the grovery
trade.
E. K. Copper came into I..as Vegas
last night from Waverly, Kan. Mr.
Copper is planning to spend the winter
in this city.
An automobile party consisting of
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Fickeiser and children and Mr. H. C. Fickeiser arrived
in Ias Vegas last evening in a Bulek
car. This they put up over night at
the garage of the Las Vegas Motor
Car company, proceeding on their way
westward this morning. The party is
-

n

Col-ma-

ON ROBBERY
HE

Sweaters
and
keep
Sweater

CHARGE

Coats to
Mack- -

TAKING
IS ACCUSED
OF
MONEY FROM THE BRIDGE
BAR CASH REGISTER

Baca was arraigned late this
afternoon 'before Justice Felipe
Baca y Garcia on two charges of
larceny. He waived examination
and was bound over to await the
action of the grand jury under
$750 bail for each offense. Baca
said he could obtain the $1,&00

This season's offerings

Tuxedo, made from highest grade Hurley tobacco, has the advan
of the exclusive original "Tuxedo
tage over other tobaccos
'
The Humidor
which
Process,"
absolutely prevents "tongue-bite- .
Jar keeps it fresh and moist to the last pipeful.

In Glass
Humidors,

50c and 90c

J

y

X

!,

AY

it

r
sot"

.

-

.7

OFFICE

1

-

-

020,000.00

.

WITH THE SAN MIGUEL NATIONAL

II

ii

BANK

i!

Studs, Cuff Links, Sets
Sinks and pins to
match, Scarf Fins, Full
DreSB
SV(S mc Etc

.

KELLY
T. HOSKINS

:

H. W.
D.

.

u-

e-President

-Vic-

-

..Treasurer

ii

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS

u

OF JUST

j

sands of famous "Americans in professional, public and business life.

utf'-

CAPITAL STOCK
25c,

or

Jewelry

APJE

WHAT YOU WANT, WE CAN SUPPLY YOU WITH ANYTHING

Tuxedo can be smoked all day long without the slightest irritation
to the smoker's throat, as is proved by the endorsement of Tuxedo
by men like Caruso, William Faversham, Harry Lauder, and thou-

A

Men's

RUN OVER THIS LIST YOU MAY BE REMINDED

Gal-logo-

on

at

?.

1 1

WM. G. HAYDON.

inaw in all the rich colorCoats (or
ing, in plaids and plain
Men and
Boys colors.

WAR

third tiz
of rnil jar.

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS

$2.00.

ones

;

;

w

othel'fl v more;. many
ker.
, nave mmais. siiks in
cniets white and coorgj

n

.

Linen

Hotklnt, Caihler.

VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

have Gloves for
driving, for dress, for
warmth, for street or
(or wortc jr.riceg from

to

D. T.
-

t.

We

Hand- -

$7.00.

f

glass humidor of famous Tuxedo tobacco. Last Christmas thousands of men received this appropriate, delightful, sensible girt this
year the number will be greatly increased. Give him a humidor of
Tuxedo. It will last him for weeks in his office or by his fireside
and each cool, mellow, fragrant whiff will recall you to him in pleased
and thankful revery.

Jitverytvnere

$50,000.00

M. Cunningham, Pretldent.
Frank Springer,

s
in diagonal stripes and striking figures. Plain and
fancy colorings; 25c,
35c, 50c 75c, $i.oo.

25c

county jail to await arraignment.
Later it developed that the gun which
Baca sold was the property of Meli-toLast night the cash register of the
Ulibarri, a West side merchant.
Bridge Bar was ronbed of $48.10. Mi-- j The gun; was Btolen from his store
guel Baca, who was in the saloon at yesterday, Ulibarri declares. Baca
'
the time the cash was missed, has also ia being held on a charge of the
been arrested.
It appears that Baca larceny' of this weapon.
entered the saloon and accosted Joe
Olgu'in, the bar tenoer on duty, opening negotiations to sell a pistol that
Baca was holding. Olguin, it is said,
purchased the gun. He then went to
the back of the" saloon. While he
was gone, he declares, the cash register was opened and robbed of the
sum of $48.10.
(Continued From Page One.)
Olguin immediately grabbed Baca
s
and held him until Sheriff Roman
was summoned. A search re- lery exchanges resulted advantageousvealed the fact that Baca, who was ly for us.- - In the Argonne the activsupposedly "broke," had the sum of ity of our artillery and fighting by
$35.75 In his possession. It is thought Our infantry resulted in appreciable
that he gave the remaining' $12.35 to gains. Several German trenches
an accomplice. He was placed in the were occupied, and we made progress

lilnxtratuin

wear

to

you warm; $1.50

is u

1

things

bond.

You Can

Neck- -

uioves
are

These

The Gift that Pleases
Every Man

Buy Tuxedo

SURPLUS

i.

Fouri-n-Hand-

This season offers new
and striking patterns.
Rich colorings, $1.25 to
$5.00

MIGUEL BACA HELD

A. C. Abbott of Denver was a busi-

CAPITAL PAID IN
(100,000.00

OVERCOATS

GREEUBERGER'S

....

v

3, 1914.

1

and a nice lot of Plants and
Supplies for Christmas
Phone Main 276

Hart Schaffner

SUITS

Christmas Trees
Wreaths of all Kinds
Holly - Mistletoe

--

DECEMBER

TfieHoine

We Will Have
a Fine Lot of

r- -i

WEDNESDAY,

THE
AMERICAN TOBACCO
COMPANY

tained a formidable array of counsel.
When Foster and the girl were apprehended here, Henry C. Bradley,
father of Miss Bradley, took the girl
home, she had been a church worker in the Pemberton Methodist church
at Pemberton, N. J., and was promin
ent among the young people of that
village.
"I felt all along," said the girl's
mother, "that this man bad some terrible influence over Delilah, until she
saw some of the folks from home. For
that reason I urged her father to go
south at once. Those who know her
do not blame her for the affair. We
still love her and aim to make her
future life happy."

tcry by follower of General Hill and
General Maytorena. More than a
score of people have been killed and
wounded' on the American 6ide.
'Later Secretary Garrison said the
commanders at Naco had been ordered
not to fire across the Mexican border
unless they received orders to do so
from Washington.
Under ordinary circumstances discretion would be with 'the commanders. The White House announcement
that no aggressive action was contem
plated was generally interpreted
as
meaning that the troops could take
defensive action until Mr. Garrison
made his announcement.
Carranza Takes Durango
The Mexican constitutioniliat agenDUNDEE GETS DECISION
cy here today announced receipt of
Los Angeles, Dec. 9. Johnny Dun-ed- official advices that Carranza troops
the New York lightweight gained have
Durango, expelling
a decision over Joe Rivers of Los the Villa garrison, and that a regular
Carranza force is moving on Hermc-Angelea last night in the last
battle to be staged in California be sillo.
fore the
fight law becomes
FIRE IN ALBUQUERQUE
effective.
Rivers had a shade over the Italian
Albuquerque, N. M., Dee. 9. Fire
until the eleventh round.
destroyed one of the new car sheds,
After that Dundee took the lead housing 14 freight cars, at the Santa
and almost had Rivers out in the nine Fe shops last night. The new carpen
ter shop, adjoining the shed, waa set
teenth and twentieth.
on fire, but the damage there was not
great. Superintendent W. A. George
estiated the loss at $22,000.
The fact that the carpenter shop has'
brick walls and a
roof

along the entire front with the excep
ticn of one single point; here the
enemy blew up one of our trencnes
with a mine.
"On the heights of the Mouse our
artillery showed itself distinctly the
master of the artillery of the enemy.
Iu this region, as well as in the Ar
gonne, we have progressed along the
entire front and have occupiied some
of the German trenches.
The same
thing happened in the region of La
Pretre.
:jjrjj
"In the Vosges we repulsed several
attacks to the northwest of Sinones
In the remainder of the segment of
the Vosges the enemy made no en
deavor during he day of December 8
to deliver any serious attack on the
position occupied by us last week.
"In Russia the stubborn attacks of
the Germans; against tne line from
How to Lowlcz and from Trykow to
Ijoda and also along a line running
north and south and 16 kilometers (10
miles) to the west of Piotrokow, were
repulsed. Nevertheless, because of
the exposed position-p- f
Loda at the
head of the wedge, the Russians have
found it advisable to evacuate this
city.
"In Galicia the Austrians, who appear to have received German rein
forcements, have taken the offensive
ia the region of New Sandeo, to the
southeast of Cracow, against the RusON
sian left wing.
"The Servian armies are making
progress in the upper, valleys of the
western Morava and on the left bank.
o the River Ljid.
They have taken
possession of the fiefjjhts of Meljen,
capturing numerous prisoners and
(Continued from Page One)
also taking cannon from the enemy.
In the region of Kosnjuj the Servians
are in contact, with the Austrian chief of staff, General Wotherspoon, a
statement that "there is a serious detroops."
ficiency in ammunition for seacoast
defenses." General Scott put into the
record a table showing that there was
mortars GO per
on hand for
33 per cent;
for
guns
cent;
guns, 48 per cent; for 12- for
inch guns 48 per cent, and for 10 inch
(Continued From Page One.)
guns, 100 per cent of the necessary
saken by the strike leaders than it reserve ammunition.
"General Wotherspoon must have
has been heretofore.
been 'nervous and excited when he
Military Protection Needed
"The conditions make it very evi wrote that report" remarked Chairman
dent that for a time at least the large Hay.
"Do you think these supplies are
army of workmen to say nothing of
asked
Representative
the mining properties must have the sufficient?"
protection of military forces, either of Kahn.
"I think we should get on hand the
the state or nation."
amount projected as soon as possible,"
replied the chief of staff. He added
Troops Still Remain
Gar-Dec-- . 9.
f
at the present rate of appropriathat
Secretary
Washington,
rison wrote President Wilson today tion it would take about four yearsi to
asking what disposition to make of complete the projected supply.
"What is our condition as to nafederal troops in Colorado. It was
said at the White House that the tional defense as compared with two,
troops would not he ordered withdrawn four or six years ago?" asked Repretoday, because President Wilson was sentative McKenzie of Illinois.
It is constantly Improving."
awaiting word from Governor Amnions that the state was ready to reBORDER PATROL INCREASED
sume control of the situation. The
the
coal
that
is
op
Washington, Dec. 9. No aggreesive
hopeful
president
erators will agree to settle all of their action on the part of the United States
future differences with their employes is contemplated in the sending of adoffiby the new commission which is to ditional troops to Naco, Ariz. An
the
at
was
issued
next
statement
be organized here
week.
cial
today
After a conference
White House.
FACES WHITE SLAVE CHARGE
with President Wilson, Secretary Tum9.
M.
Joel
Dec.
Foster,
Mobile, Ala.,
ulty made the following statement:
a wealthy poultryman of Brown Mills,
"It has been thought wise to
N. J., must face trial here today for strengthen the forces at Naco, bealleged violation of the federal white cause of the reckless carelessness of
slave act, in bringing to Mobile last the contending faction there, in fail
January Miss Delilah M. Bradley, his ing to control the direction of their
old stenographer. The arrest fire. Of course, no aggressive action
of the wealthy New Jersey poultry- - is contemplated."
sensation
man created a country-wid- e
A number of messages have been re
last January. The governent prose- ceived from Americans living along
cutors are on hand to present the evi- the border protesting against the con- dence against him, and Foster has re- - jlinued. firing into United States terri
;

d

anti-priz-

it

The Santa Fe water system
low pressure so low in fact
that a pip line manned bv the Rhona
department threw a feeble stream
barely to the top of the building. Owing to the fact that the nearest fire
hydrant was 1,700 feet from the fire
there was delay in bringing enough
house to the sscene to cover the dis
tance.
These facts combined
saving of the shop and only its resist
ance to fire prevented a far greater
loss. Thia building "was completed a
short time ago at a! cost of $60,000.
More than $100,000 in macnlncry ia
in the place.
,
DEMING'S

SCHOOLS

Santa Fe, Dec. 9, Superintendent
X E. Taylor today reported an enrollment of 932 in the public schools at
Deming, an average attendance of 781
while 434 pupils have thus far been
neither absent nor tardy.
'

e

JAPAN HAY HOLD

10

STRIKE

saved

sr.owea

KiAO

FRANK MUST HANG
Atlanta, Ga., Dec. 9. Leo M. Frank
was sentenced today! in Fulton, county
superior court to be hanged on Friday, January 22, for 'the murder here
in April, 1913, of Majry Phagan,
factory .giri Before befnff
sentenced Frank again proclaimed his
'
innocence.
Subscribe for The Optte
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Greetings & Name
Engraved Inside
Carries a full measure
of Christmas sentiment
and joy, to your friends.
The Engravers are busy.
Better send your order
in now,
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RESTAURANT

SHORT ORDEKS AN O REGULAR DINNERS
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWJLT8 HANDLX3

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

,

f.

L. O.

O.

eectnd an
evening each
mantcatlon first aad month at W. o. W. hall. Visiting
third Thursday In brothers cordially invited Howard T.
Men monta. flatting Davis, Director; Harry L. Cutler, secy.
(bothers cordially In
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M, H. S. Van KNIGHTS OK COLUMBUS, COUN.
CIL NO, 804Meets second and
Pettea. Secretary,
fourth Thursday in O. R C. hal)
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, Pioneer bunlding,
Visiting members
'"
k KNIGHTS TJEMPLAR Reg- are cordially invited. Colbert G.
G.
C.
Tue-S.
E.
second
F.
Root,
Clement,
conclave
K.;
iular
-Ji
dey in each month, at Ma
GEO. H, HUNKER
sonic Temple at 7: SO p. m. Dr. H. M.
Recorder.
Attorney.at-LaCha.
B.
Tamme,
Smith,
C;
East Las Vegas, New' Mexico.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 8, ROY
CHAPMAN

COLUMN

rHLvt"

LOBBY

fHS SXST

LODGE NO. t, A.
A. M. Rejular

om

fourth

MOOSE-Meet-

s

Thursday

W. P. BOAL, M. D.
Regular convo- Office
Residence 708 Lincoln Ave.
at
In
each
catlon tint Monday
Call3 answered day or night.
month at Maaonlo Temple
at 7:30 9. m. P. A. Brinegar,
OR. F. H. HUXMANN
H. P.; F. O. Blood, Secre

AL ARCH MASONS

to

DtntlSt
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
4. Meet every Monday evening at Room 1, Center Block. Office Pho
Main 881. Residence Phone Main 41
their hall on Sixth street. All visitsng
brethern cordially Invited to attend.
LCCAL
GAGB
A Friedenatine, N. G.; A, T. JEtogers,
V. G.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl
C. V. Hedgoock,
Wertz, Treasurer;
Cast sound
Arrive
Cemetery Trustee.
Detul
No. fl.... 7:10 p. m..... 7:41 f. ft
B. P. O. ELKS
Meets second and No.
11:11 ft ft
... .11:14 p. m
fourth Tuesday evening of each No. I.... 1:26 ft. m
1:11 ft. &
month Elks' home on Ninth street No. It.,., l.ll 9. m
t:U ft, a
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
West Sound
,
Arrive
Deex
HOUSE and buggy for sale. Inquire are cordially invited. Wm, H. Spring
1:11 , U
er, Exalted Ruler, D. W. Condon, Se No. 1.... 1:10 p. m
of Perry Onion.
No. I.... 1:25 a- m
cretary.
:4t . &
No. 7..i-- . 4:20 ym
4:tl 9.
FOR SALE Residence, eight rooms,
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR No. I.... :!( 9. m
9. 0
bath, sun room, hot water heat. 1102
ITY, COUNCIL NO. 2390 Meets In
Eighth street. Call at house or
W.
W hall. Sixth street, on the
WANT TO LEAVE BRUSSELS
Room 19 Crockett block.
first and third Mondays of each
Brussels, Dec. 9. About the only
TO BE SOLD at City Pound Saturday month at 8 p. m. Visiting , brothers modern suggestion at the beautiful
at 10 o'clock a. rn one good sized and Ladies always welcome. O. L. Hotel de Vilie, where helmeted, breast-platedark bay horse. Ben Coles, City Freeman, President; Miss Cora Mont
German officers, some with fur
ague, Financier, Mrs. A. V. Morrow, dolmans and fur busbys, are remind
Marshal.
Local Deputy, 90S Jackson avenue; Z ers of ictures of mediaeval times, is
VV, Montague Assistant
Deputy, 1011 the line of civilians who want permits
fSsssf
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. Mj
to leave. The line is usually three
abreast and stretches one hundred
FOR RENT Two room furnished FRATERNAL
NO
BROTHERHOOD
yards or more into the street. Perhouse. Phone Main 351.
102 Meets every Monday night ii mits are issued
freely at, fee s of from
FOR RENT Suite of housekoepin O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue
threo to 15 francs each,
1103 Lincoln. Phone 367.
rooms.
S o'clock.
Visiting members are cor
In one of the great hot;;ls of the
dially welcome. J. T. Buhler, Presi magnificent building is a large table,
FOR SALE 7 registered Durham dent; Mrs. J. T. Buhler, Secretary;
around which soldiers may usually be
cows. Apply H. K. Leonard, San C. If. Baily, Treasurer.
seen, drinking beer from steins. On
Jose, N. M., or L. Sands.
the walls are hung the side arms and
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA accoutrements which have been laid
TWO furnished rooms for lighthouse
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly aside by the guard for greater comkeeping, modem except heat; no Lcve at O. R. C. hall, on the second fort while awaiting orders. From
eick, no children. S10 Lincoln ave- and fourth Tuesdays of each month at time to time an officer comes in and
nue,
S
G. orders four men to go here, or six
Consul;
p. m. J. S. Nelson,
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Lo there, and there is a buckling on of
FOR RENT Five room furnished cal Deputy.
Visiting members are es arms and the detachment leaves with
house. Inquire 706 Lincoln avenue.
pecially welcome and cordially invited considerable bustle and clanking.
tary.

TQ

Gas in the stomach comes from food
which has fermented. Get rid of this
badly digested food as quickly as pos
sible if ypu would avoid a bilious attack; HERBINE is the remedy you
need. It cleanses and strengthens the
stomach, liver and bowels, and re
stores energy and cheerfulness. Price
50e. Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv
AN INTERSTATE

ROUTE

Santa Fe, Dec. 9. An.Interstate star
mail route is to be established on December 1G between Luna, Socorro
county, and Blue, Arizona, Hie service
to be twice a week, the contract being
awarded to Bonnie. K. Snyder of Blue,
Arizona.

Sick Two Years With Indigestion
"Two years ago I was gwatly benefited through using two or three bottles of Chamberlain's Tablets,'' writes
"BeMrs. S. A. Keller, Elida,
O.,
fore taking them I was sick for two
years with indigestion." Sold by
dealers. Adv.

a

For

.

ALGERIANS ARE INTERESTING
troop of GouDunkirk, Dec. -A
niiors, or Algerian native cavalry, cre
ated more interest here on their way
to the front than any of the French
FOR RENT House four rooms and
African or British Indian troops,
bath, electric lights, ,newly papered
is
their equipment
entirely
and painted; best location; low rate
Moorish excepting their rifles. High
to
good tenant. Phone Purple 5301.
backed Moorish saddles, built with all
9.---

GQAL

fJlisacl!ssscsu3

Why

Foley's

Honey

no

ED

UJ&&E2

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR

the comfort of rocking chairs, are
girthed upon wild looking Arab horses.
The men wear blue robes,, boots of
red Morocco leather and a white bowlFIRST CLASS dressmaking. Prices
like fez, about which is wound a band
reasonable. 1103 Lincoln avenue.
of brown yarn. The color of thw men
is light, although well tanned by The
homesteads; advance inforsun, but their hair and eyes are jet
mal ion; counties Sato Miguel, Guadblack. One of the officer is a nav.vs
alupe, Rio Arriba, Lincoln, Grant;
who won mention in the dispatches is
state township desired; will give
times and received the cross of the
sections (subject to entry; retainer
Legion of Honor in the Algerian wars.
fee fl; pay typewriting. Ira "M.
Bond, 14 Eye St., N. E Washington,
They Recommend

MOEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

3. 17, G QUO OiJ

en""'

DETAIL PRICES
pounds or More, each dlivery....,
pounds to .2,000 pounds, each delivery.
200 pounds te 1100 pounds, each delivery
SO pounds to 200 pounds, each delivery
Less than 50 pounds, each delivery
2,000

D. C.

1,000

,

....20c per

100 lbs.
25c per 100 lbs.
.....30c per 100 lbs.
...40c per 100 lbs.
50c per 100 lbs.

P. A, Efird, Conejo, Calif. because
SPANISH, TYPEWRITING
SHORT"it produces the best results, always
hand lessons by an easy and praccures severe colds, sore chest and
tical method. D. Trambley, 1119
lungs and does not contain opiates
Eleevnth street.
or harmful drugs." Dr. John W. TayA
lor, Luthervllle, Ga. because "I beHarvesters, Storer and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
CALL FOR BIOS
lieve it to be an honest medicine and
NEW
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Madf Las Vegas Famous,
MEXICO
vV.
STATE
PENITENit satisfies my patrons."
L. Cook,
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
TIARY
Neihart, Mont. because "It gives the
best results for coughs and colds of
Santa Fe, K. M., Nov. 30, 1914.
anything I sell." Every user is a
Bids for furnishing supplies to the
friend. O. G. Schaefer and Hed Cross
State Penitentiary at santa Fe, for
Drug Store. Adv.
six months ending May 30th, 1915,
FIND WHAT YOU WANT
will be opened at 9 o'clock a. m., :
COGGESHALL IS MOVED
Thursday, December 10th, 1914, at the
I
Santa Fe; Dec. 9, Former Superin- Penitentiary.
AO
tendent H. S. Cocrgeshall and Mrs.
Supplies consist of Groceries, Meats,
SELL WHAT YCU DOM WANT
Coggeshall left today for Denver. Mr. Cloth, Clothing and Grain.
A list of specifications and Blank
'
Coggeshall, who has been superintendent of the United States Indian Proposals will be furnished on appliindustrial school at Santa Fe and of cation to John B. McMamis, SuperinCLASSIFIED ADS search out the people to whom among those who
the northern Pueblos, being superced- tendent.
MIGHT BUY the particular thing la worth most.
ed by F. c. Snyder at the school and
By order of the
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS.
Superintendent Lonorgan among the
Is WORTH MOST to people who
THE PROPERTY yon want
the liquor October 17th, 1914.
Pueblos. Ho will
and
who never would hear of your
this
the
ads
in
read
paper
suppression branch of the Indian servwere advertised here.
It
unless
property
under
fame
ice, in which ho gained
Checks Croup Instantly
You know croup Is dangeronus. AnS
"Pussyfoot" Johnson.
OTHERS who read aad answer the ads in this newspaper want (and
you ought to know too, the sense of
are anxious to pay for) hooks, automobiles, naed machinery and
STAMPS FOR CERTIFICATES
Focomes
from
security that
having
Santa Fe, Dec. 9. Harry S. Clancy, ley's Honey and Tar Compound In the
furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, muflieal
flfsista'nt attorney general, telegraph house. It cuts the thick mucus and
ed to the county lerk at Clovis today clears away the phlegm,
stops the
'.n reply to a wire, as follows:
"Cer- strangling
WANT ADS are inexpensive, get results and EYSItYDO'DY'3 SATI3- cough and gives
easy
tificates of acknowledgment of mort-fc'rg- breathing end qult sleep. Every usFI'ED. Try ttea.
nr:d
require a 10 rent stump. Mort- er is a fii"tid. O. G. Schfi'-'fpTied Crops Drug Store.
gages do not require a Ump."
Adv.
-

PHONE MAIN 2

w

13he

Paint In Back and Hips
P
Are an Indication of kidney trouble
a warning to build up the weakened
kidneys, make them vigorous, rid your
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN 2
Go to
blood of acids and poisons.
RATES
FOR CLASIFIED ADVER
for
Pills.
Foley Kidney
your druggist
TISEMENTS
In KOc and $1.00 sizes. Sold in your
town by O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
lv.
Five cents per line each insertion.
Drug Store.
Estimate six ordinary word.s to a line,
No ad to occupy less space than two
WOMEN LETTER CARRIERS
All advertisements
London, Doc. 9. The suffragette lines.
charged
r will be booked at
suggestion that England's force of
space actually set
carriers tie allowed to go to the without regard to number of words,
front and be replaced by women, has Cash in advance preferred.
been rejected hy the postmaster gen
eral Jlig official statement says:
"The necessity for the employment
of women on cueh work has not
arisen. Ample temporary made force
is being obtained through the labor IF YOU want to sell range mares
exchanges, for the substitution of write H. L. Gray, E. Las Vegas.
postmen now engaged in military serv
ice, so far as substitution is neees
sary."

and Tar.
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PICTURES NEARLY READY
Santa Fe. Dee. 9 A. Brache o the
Solas Motion Picture company etudio
of Fort Lee, N. J., arrived last night
and has been employed by the Santa
Ke Motion Picture company to assist
Clias Coll In rushing out the New
Mexico exposition films. Brache was
Gaumont
recently employed hi th
Studio, Paris, and is nn expert iu ton
0
The
ing, printing and finishing.
feet of exposition film lave been
last night the force
developed and
Ktnrtril nn tirintinir the nositives so I
that all the films will be ready for
shipment to San Diego by December
The first moving picture perform
ance in the New Mexico building is
scheduled for the opening ceremonies
at midnight on the last day of "the
year.

S, 1914.
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II 7e have a new and com-

WnO WOULD NOT BE PLEASED

-

WITn

plete line of samples,
any one of which would
delight the most fastidious

i!

tastes. They come

i

n

j

styles to be engraved with
your name as well as those
suitable for sending without the name.
These cards will be a
greater fad than ever this
year,
The engravers will be
busy filling orders. Therefore to avoid any possible
delay in getting your cards

1 1?

a

BOX OF

A

EMBOSSED STATIOIIEUT -

j

furnish in white
w orcan
colors embossed to
order in
wreath
e

it

your
script,
or long initials, in one or two
letter monograms, without
cost for use"of the dies.
All three-lette- r
monograms
are engraved to order and
the die is delivered to you
with the stationery. There
is a large variety of designs
and the cost of engraving the
die depends uponHho style.
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0 HESS HEN

TO

DINE WITH AN

j
Esequiel C. de Baca, lieutenant gov-crnor of New Mexico, who will represent the governor; Dr. H. M. Smith,
mayor of East Las Vegas-- who will
represent the city; Dr. M. F. Des
Marais, superintendent of education of

cqunt,

San Miguel

OUR DUTY

who will repre-

sent the county; Alvan N. White, superintendent of education of New
Mexico, who will represent the educational Interests of the state; W. P.
Southard, who will represent the ComH. W. FOGHT WILL BE THE GUEST mercial club; Mm Johanna Vollmer,
who will reprttsent the Woman's Club
OF LAS VEGAS CITIZENS
of Las Vegas; George Kinkel, who
TOMORROW
will represent the Music and Art Society of Las Vegas; Byron J. Read,
H. W. Foght, special investigator superintendent ot schools of East Las
of rural instruction, for the United Vegas, who will represent the edu- -'
Suites bureau of education, will ar cators of the East side; Mrs. Lou
rive la Las Vegas on train No. 9 to-- Cobb, superintendent of schools of the
night from Raton, where ho has been Town of Las Vegas, who will repreobserving conditions. There will ba sent (the educators of the West side;
an informal luncheon given ior Mr. Colonel M. M. Padgett, representing
Foght at noon, tomorrow by the busi- iha nrfisa nt thwoitv and Dr. F. E.
ness men. This affair will take place Olney, president of the board of
of the New Mexico Normal Uni- at the Castaneda hotel and is open '
to any maa in town. Any oue wish versify, representing the state Insti
ing to attend will kindly notify Dr. tution.
T,he visit that tUe business men and
Frank. H. H. Roberta at the Normal
Woman's Club of Las Vegas had
the
9
tomorrow
o'clock
University before
planned to make to the Normal Unimorning.
versity tomorrow afternoon has been
Lecture
Evening
In the evening Dr. Foght has been postponed until Thursday, December
invited to address a gathering at the 17, on account of the meeting tomor
chapel of the New Mexico Normal Uni- row, night.
versity, after which lie will be the
M, A. Bassist of St. Louis, repreguest of the Music and Art Society
of Las Vegas at Its concert, to be senting the Abel and Bach company
given at the home of Mrs. John Rob-bin- of Milwaukee, Wis., was in Las Vegas
The members of the Commer- this afternoon in the Interests of his
cial club and the Woman's Club of firm.
W. A. Cameron, division traveling
Las Vegas are especially mvited to
attend the meeting at the Normal Uni- passenger and freight agent for the
versity. A cordial invitation Is ex- Santa Fe railroad, arrived In Las Vetended to any person In the city who' gas today. He is on his way from
Is Interested in educational questions. his home in El Paso to Chicago.
A. O. Jahren came In this afterThe New Mexico Normal University
Glee clubs will sing several selections. noon from Wagon Mound. He will
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president slay here for a short time to attend
of the Normal, will preside The to some personal affairs. Mr. Jahren
meeting will be made as general in" is a Wagon Mound business man.
Its nature as possible. Mr. Foght Is Thomas Lindsey passed through Las
tiers to observe educational conditions Vegas this morning on his way from
throughout the entire county of San the coast to St. Louis. Mr. Lindsey
Miguel, so the county officials will be is well known In this city, having call
represented. The following guests of ed upon the merchants here for 25
honor have been asked to be present: years.

EDUCATOR

1

DERTAKING

LOCAL
Regular dance
--

at

BUCKWHEAT

Comb Honey

40c per Pound

NEWS

The very best

COFFEE
on the Market

F. B. Hall tonight.

Adv.
Old Taylor WhlaKey and Sherwood

Rye at th

Opera Bar. Adr

J.

For Rent Furnished rooms with or
without board. 710 Grand. Adv..

II. YORK
Grocer and Baker

Don't neglect to order your
Christma cards.

Santa's pack would be Incomplete
without a box of embossed stationery.
Order now at Optic office.

Order your revenue cancellors now.
Optlo Pub. Co.

All orders for holiday
stationery
Harry Jones of Beulah has filed an
and greetings must be in by Decemapplication at the court house for $104
ber 15. Optic Pub. Co.
the largest amount in several months.
I have two furnished bedrooms for Jones killed 30 coyotes and 22 wild
cats in the vicinity of San Ignacio.
rent: 614 Columbia avenue. Adv.

According to the report of Volun
Mrs. II. T. Davis, dressmaker, reteer
Observer Lewis of the New Mex
at
407
moved to
Washington. Gowns
ico Normal University, the lowest
Adv.
popular prices.
point of temperature reached last
Back on the job with coal and wood. night was 18 degrees. The maximum
yesterday was 31 degrees.
O'Byrne, Main 47. Adv,
The United States civil service comFinch' Golden Wedding Rye, aged
mission
has announced six more comIn vood. Direct from the distillery to
examinations
to take place in
petitive
Adv.
course.
At
of
the
you.
Lobby,
the near future. On January 5, 1915,
For sale Seven room modern house there will be four examinations. On
on hill. Steam heated, three lots. that date the following positions will
Bargain if taken in a few days. Box be filled: Cook (male and female) at
a salary of $400; die and tool maker
548. Adv.
(male) at a salary of $4 per diem, gas
Will buy in exchange for feed, good waste engineer (male) at a salary of
Inburlap sacks. P. Trambley Roller $2,400 to $3,000; band leader and
structor
a
at
of
$840.
(male)
1215
avenue.
salary
Mora
Adv.
Mills,
On January
there will bo an exOne-ha- lf
off on every Overcoat in amination for an aseistant geologist at
the store, for ' cash, tomorrow only. a salary of from $720 to $1,500. On
Talchert's Clothing Store, Correct January 26, there will be an examination for a stenographer and tyewriter
Garments for Men. Adv.
at a salary ranging from $840 to $900.
C. F. Mitchell of East Las Vegas to- Any person desirous of learning furday filed an application at the office ther particulars concerning these exof the county clerk claiming $14 boun- aminations should consult Oscar
local representative of the
ty on four wild cats and three coyotes
that he killed near Las Vegas.
,.

JONES DAIRY FARM SAUSAGE, JONES DAIRY FARM

tl

BROOKFIELD
ARCH

FARM SAUSAGE,

VEGETABLES,

SEAL

SHIPT

MONARCH FRUITS.

BACON,

OYSTERS,

MON

YOU CAN GET THEM

ONLY AT

STEARICS'

Store

Lin-ber-

The board of directors of the Y. M.
partook of a luncheon today at
the association building. Some im
portant business transpired around the
table.

commits

C. A.

Jones Bros.
A

Fresh Keg

Just Tapped

PUKE AND SWEET

50 Cents gallon

Christmas givers in New Mexico
have an opportunity to ship their gifts
tucapij. jy it new regulation, ou- pound packages may be sent by par
cels post to any point within 150 miles
at a rate of a fraction over one cent
a pound. This distance covers many
points to be leached from Las Vegas,
so that a large package, g;nerousiy
filled, may be sent cheaply to many
places in their eighborhnod.

THE
CASH GROCER
sags
Tho!rlodern Woman
knows there is no economy In
Inferior food materials. In flour
particularly she knows the best
Is the cheapest That is why so
many up to the times women
use our flour exclusively. A
trial will tell you why in unmistakable terms. Order a sack today.

Ask your grocer
Quill Flour.

&e

for

Pure

Las Vegas Roller Mills

Las Vegas today was subjected to
a snowfall of five inches. Early this
morning there were one and a half
inches on the ground, and it kept coming down ail day. Heavy snow has
been reported today, all along the
Santa Fe route from Kansas City,
Mo., west to Ash Fork, AriA. Notwithstanding the fact that the fall was
heavy In places, the Santa Fe railroad maintained prompt service In
both passenger and freight departments all along the line. The passenger and freight trains pulled into Las
Vegas today on time to the minute.

At Ibe Home Of
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1b Best Of Everyig bisble
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Buckwheat Flour
Maple Syrup Honey
THE

GHAAF--
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CO.

STORE
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retary person I was looking for yesterday," came the quick response.
"Well, who Is he what is he go
and tell the story," commanded the
bess, "get It out of your system. You
are suffering."
"He why he's he's an ELK," ex
ploded the staff man,
"ELK?" shouted the editor, "ELK?
Say, quit your kidding. I don't knew
what you take me for but go on with
the rest of the fairy tale."
"You see you see," began the ex
cited staff man "I lound out investigated you know that this! mysterious
private secretary
peanagent was all was all bunk.
Nothing more or less than the creature
of the imagination of a press agent."
' Press
Agent?" queried Mr. Editor.
"Yeah, press agent," came the re
ply. It's this way. The Elks are go
ing to give a big doings
Thursday,
December 17, next Thursday one
week. The show is called 'The Pri"
vate Secretary,' and
"Show?" broke jn the Ed, "what
kind of a show?"
"You know just a show a farce- comedy affair, and well that's about
aK there is to it excepting
that it
because they
ought to be a
tell me that the cast is made up of
the very cream of local talent"
"Who are some of the local people
in 'The Private
Secretary?' tartly
asked the Ed.
JIMINETTY ! !" ejaculated the
staff man, you know I clean forgot
to ask about thai. I'll go right over
now and ask Mrs. Kohn she's direct
ing the business," the last words on
the fly as the staff man made a dive
for the door.
"It won't go In today, anyway,"
shouted the editor as the door closed
with a BANG!

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS

ESTABLISHED 1S76
Member U. S. Federal Reserve Bank

Our Patrons Dictate
What the Bill Shall be.
The expense of a funeral to be respectable and in
good keeping, need not be greaj. Our large stock of
cheap, medium and good grade goods give our patrons
the privilege of selecting what they feel they can afford.
Our aim is always to give more for the money than can
elsewhere be procured. Our business system and the
only complete equipment in the city, make this possible.

J.

G Johnsen & Son
Funeral Directors.

Judge Manuel C. de Baca and his
daughter, Miss Elolsa C. de Baca, left
today for San Diego, Calif. Mr. Baca
who formerly was probate judge, will
stay In the coast city for some time
for the benefit of his health.
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"ranges."
They are usually
made to sell not to bake.
A

MAJESTIC
MALLEABLE
RANGE,
modern,
will last a lifetime, save toil,

o

THE GREAT MAJESTIC

vative Bank.

that mysterious private

An old fashioned
fireplace Is
about at good for cooking as
most of the cheap

H
r

HOSPITAL

Service based on the facilities
and experience gained during the
past forty years is extended by the
A

voice.
"Why.

;

n
'i

leave Las Vegas tomorrow for

VEGAS. Correspondence is invited by this old, strong and conser-

MAJESTIC MAL IABL.E IRON
RANGES

u

Vjy

Mexico, but has changed his mind.
Consequently he and his wife will

Eureka!" shouted the
"Eureka!
staff man as he rushed into the editorial rooms o The Optic yesterday
afternoon just as the paper was going
to press. "I've found him! I've found
him he's"
"Found who what when?" asked
the editor after he had recovered his

lek.

K

1

few days, Mr. Alexander was contemplating making his residence in New

Do you wish Special Equipment
or Color in your 1915 Ford?
We will have another carload shipped from the factory, in a few days.
Place your order now and get just

what you want
Why not give "her" a Ford for
Xmas. Had you thought of that?
A full assortment of parts on hand
at all times. Also prompt and efficient
Ford service.

F. J. VVESNFR
At Whalerv GaLratge.
Id

TILL CHRISTMAS

si.

H

u

ffh

waB

SIIOPPIIIDAYS

,,

Old Fashioned

!
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ONE OVER ON

The death, of W. F. Gates has been
reported to friends in Las Vegas. Mr.
THE PATIENTS AND ATTENDANTS Gates died of tuberculosis at his home
in Durham, N. C. He was a resident
ARE LOOKING FORWARD TO
of this city about two years ago, havA GOOD TIME
ing come here for the benefit of his
health. While in Las Vegas he made
The board of directors of the New
many warm friends who will mourn
Mexico Hospital for the Insane held
his loss.
its regular monthly meeting yesterday
at the institution. Routine business
Last night at the house of Mr. and
was attended to. -- "tie members of Mrs.
Swaim, Miss Ruth Tiolcomb and
the board were occupied for the most Mr.
Herman H. Alexander were uinit-part in preparing the biennial report
to the governor. A special meeting
of the board will be held on December
18, In order that Judge G. A.. Richardson, the board member from Roswell.
may have an opportunity of being in
Las Vegas to look over the reports.
There are at present 209 patients in
the asylum. They are busy now in
We are displaying swell lines of
getting ready for their Christmas celCut Glass.
ebration. On this occasion they will
have a tree and all the holiday trim
Silverware.
China Closets.
mings.
Buffets.
Dressers.
AUTO STAGE
Automobile stage line to Mora triLibrary Tables.
weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and SatTush theButton-andRes- f
urday, leaving Murphey's corner 8 a
m., arriving Mora 9:45 a. m. Leave
Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas 6:45 p.
m. Fare for round
trip, $5; one way,
$3.
Round trip tickets good for one
H. B. Hubbard, Prop.

THE GREAT MAJESTIC

-

TREE AT

INSANE

Photoplay tonight only: Beloved Ad
venturer series, No. 11; "The Serpent
Comes to Eden." Hearst Selig war
news, Number 79, George Ade com
edy, a fable "Proving That Spongers
are Found in Drug Stores." Adv

APPLE CIDER

AGENT PUT

WHEN HE TOLD THE EDITOR THE
LATTER GAVE THE DOOR
A SLAM BANG

SchillinjfsBest
Coffee

114

1

The Very Best Goods

j

The ceremony, which
performed by Rev. J. Miltou Har
ris, was a simple one, only a few in
timate friends being present. Both
the bride and groom, as well as Mr.
and Mrs. Swaim are from Oklahoma.
Tliey have been in Las Vegas for a
ed in wedlock.

SCRIBE

CO.

Phone Vegat

511 6th St.

DECEMBER 9, 1914.

oiofifiil PRESS
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When we started our Undertaking department we made It
our special duty to secure one
of the best and most proficient
funeral , directors and embalm-er- s
that we could possibly obtain, and In this we have not
been disappointed.
Our complete equipment together with our reasonably low
prices puts us In the lead.
PAGE FURNITURE AND UN-

WEDNESDAY,

iime,
fuel,
sults,
Easy

trouble, worry, repairs and
give quick, dependable rehot water
terms.

LUDWID

Installments

In

abundance.

WM. ILFELD
Phone Main 379

Everything In Furniture
Hardware.

and

Easy Rockers.
Hall Seats and Mirrors.
Davenport and Duofold Beds.
Wilton and Axminster Rugs.
Come and see our grand array
for the holidays.

I III
Opposite

the
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Y. M. C. A.

2 X.
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want the finest
and highest quality in

If you

Canned

Fruits and

Vegetables order from
your Grocer.
"Hunts" Supreme Fruit
"Fort" Vegetables and Berries
'"I
4

.
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